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Abstract 
 

A series of experiments are described in which helium was released at constant rates into a 1.5 m × 1.5 m 
× 0.75 m enclosure designed as a ¼-scale model of a two car garage.  The purpose was to provide 
reference data sets for testing and validating computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models and to 
experimentally characterize the effects of a number of variables on the mixing behavior within an 
enclosure and the exchange of helium with the surroundings.  Helium was used as a surrogate for 
hydrogen, and the total volume released was scaled as the amount that could be released by a typical 
hydrogen-fueled automobile with a full fuel tank.  Temporal profiles of helium were measured at seven 
vertical locations within the enclosure during and following 1 h and 4 h releases.  Idealized vents in one 
wall sized to provide air exchange rates typical of actual garages were used.  The effects of vent size, 
number, and location were investigated using three different vent combinations.  The dependence on leak 
location was considered by releasing helium from three different points within the enclosure.  A number 
of tabulated quantitative measures are used to characterize the experiments. The complete experimental 
measurement results for each condition are available on the internet as described in Appendix A. 

Keywords:  concentration measurements, differential pressure, doorway fan tests, garages, helium mixing, 
hydrogen, hydrogen-fueled automobiles, reference data sets 
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1. Introduction 
 
1.1. Background 
 Concerns about climate change are driving efforts to develop hydrogen-powered systems as 
replacements for many current applications utilizing hydrocarbon fuels.  A number of demonstrations are 
underway that are designed to show that hydrogen can be used for mobile and stationary applications.  
The ultimate goal is to develop a hydrogen-based economy. 
 The physical properties of hydrogen differ from those for hydrocarbon fuels.  As a result, the 
mixing and combustion behaviors of hydrogen differ in significant ways from hydrocarbons and must be 
taken into account when engineering systems for safe operation and fire prevention.  Efforts are underway 
to develop standards and codes appropriate for hydrogen-fueled systems.  The differences between 
hydrogen and typical hydrocarbon fuels are particularly important when hydrogen is released into 
enclosed spaces such as building, garages, and tunnels.  Example applications include hydrogen-fueled 
automobiles parked in residential garages and stationary fuel cells located within a building. 
 
1.2. Previous Work 
 The unique fire safety problems associated with hydrogen have led to a number of studies aimed 
at experimentally characterizing the temporal mixing behaviors of hydrogen releases within enclosures as 
well as the application of flow models for predicting these behaviors.  One of the earliest studies was 
performed by Koontz et al. who measured the temporal behavior of hydrogen concentrations at six 
locations within a two-car garage following hydrogen release near the floor or generation during the 
charging of a battery. [1] Swain et al. used a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) code to simulate these 
experiments and validate the modeling. [2] This group had applied CFD modeling to the problem of 
hydrogen release in enclosures previous to this time. [3] 
 Many researchers have been reluctant to use hydrogen for experimental testing due to safety 
concerns.  It has been common to use helium instead as a surrogate.  The density of helium is twice as 
large, and its molecular diffusion coefficient is roughly 90 % of hydrogen.  Swain et al. investigated the 
differences between helium and hydrogen releases using a CFD approach validated by comparison with 
helium measurements. [4]  Time-resolved helium concentration measurements in a ½-scale corridor 
equipped with various types of vents in which helium was released were shown to agree well with CFD 
predictions.  A formalized approach based on validating a CFD model using helium volume fraction 
measurements within a partially sealed volume and then using the model to predict hydrogen 
concentrations and the related risk was described by Swain et al. in a separate publication [5] Agranat et 
al. also used a portion of this data to validate a CFD approach to modeling this type of flow. [6] They then 
used the code to study hydrogen mixing and transport in enclosed refueling stations.  Swain et al. later 
provided more detailed comparisons of predicted time-resolved helium and hydrogen distributions during 
releases into enclosures. [7] 
 In an unpublished contractor report Swain described time-resolved helium measurements at four 
locations within a full-scale single car garage. [8] The helium was released from underneath a wooden 
mock-up of an automobile.  Limited CFD modeling of the helium releases agreed well with the 
experimental measurements.  Papanikolaou and Venetsanos used a CFD model to simulate the Swain 
results in more detail. [9] In 2001 Breitung et al. reported a CFD analysis of short period releases of 
hydrogen from an automobile parked inside a single-car garage with two vents near the ceiling. [10] 
 A variety of CFD codes for modeling hydrogen dispersion were tested in a round robin study 
involving twelve laboratories [11] that simulated hydrogen concentrations measured by Shebeko et al. at 
six locations along the vertical direction of a large sealed cylindrical vessel [12].  There were substantial 
variations in calculated hydrogen concentrations at various times for the different models.  The calculated 
values generally clustered about the experimental values within a range of values from 0.5 to 2 times the 
experimental values.  In a few cases, the calculated values were more than factors of 10 times lower.  An 
earlier CFD study by Puzack used the same experimental data to validate the modeling. [13] 
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 During the Second International Conference on Hydrogen Safety, a number of papers reported 
experimental findings on the release and dispersion of helium [14] or hydrogen [15,16,17] in real-scale 
enclosures representative of garages.  Note that some of these papers have subsequently been published, 
and, when available, the published citations have been provided.  Gupta et al. [14] and Lacome et al. [15] 
utilized enclosures with small openings near the base to minimize pressure differences between the inside 
and outside of the enclosure, while limiting the loss of injected gas.  Both groups reported real-time 
concentration measurements at multiple locations.  Injected gas volume flow rates and durations were 
varied.  Tchouvelev et al. studied hydrogen released into an enclosure containing a fan for mixing. [16] 
Ishimoto et al. considered releases of hydrogen into a ventilated enclosure. [17] 
 One of the experiments described by Lacome et al. [15] served as the basis for a second round 
robin study of CFD capabilities. [18] The calculations were run prior to the availability of the 
experimental results, i.e., a blind test, and then repeated afterwards.  As found earlier for a different 
experimental configuration [11], there were significant differences between the experimental hydrogen 
concentration measurements and the CFD predicted values at various times.  The magnitudes of the 
differences were similar, with calculated values generally covering a range of 0.5 to 2 of the experimental 
values.  For the worst case in the blind test, outliers spanned a range of 0 to 2.7.  The largest differences 
were for sensors located in the lower part of the enclosure and along the centerline of the buoyant flow.  
The gaps between the experimental and calculated concentrations were reduced somewhat for 
calculations made after the experimental data were available, but significant differences remained. 
 Zhang et al. have described the application of one of the CFD models included in the round robin 
[18] to the Lacome et al. data [15] in separate manuscripts. [19,20] The agreement between the CFD and 
experimental results appears to be somewhat better than indicated in the round robin paper.  Tchouvelev 
et al. applied CFD calculations to their measurements of hydrogen in a chamber with fan-assisted mixing. 
[16] The temporal variations in hydrogen concentrations at the various measurement locations were 
captured well. 
 Barley et al. described CFD modeling of hydrogen dispersion in real-scale garages with a goal of 
understanding and assessing the effectiveness of passive ventilation openings for removing released 
hydrogen. [21] They found that two openings near the top and bottom of the enclosure were most 
effective due to the resulting buoyancy-induced flow.  Barley et al. also described a simple analytical 
model for predicting flow in and out of the enclosure based on the hydrostatic pressure differences across 
the enclosure boundary due to the low-density hydrogen/air mixture and included a factor to capture the 
effects of stratification.  The analytical model agreed well with the CFD predictions for reasonable values 
of the stratification factor.  A later paper from the same group compared experimental measurements with 
both CFD modeling and the analytical model. [22] Zhang et al. also discussed an analytical approach for 
predicting hydrogen distributions in an enclosure based on induced hydrostatic pressure differences. [19] 
Their model was modified from a two-zone model commonly used for enclosure fires that assumes an 
upper layer of uniformly mixed gases and a lower air layer.  Significant differences between predictions 
and experimental results were attributed to concentration gradients present in the upper layer of the 
experiment. 
 Related work dealing with low-speed releases of hydrogen/natural gas mixtures in an enclosure 
was described by Lowesmith et al. [23].  These authors made concentration measurements at various 
locations within a real-scale enclosure and developed a simple model for the mixing that yielded 
predictions that agreed well with the experimental measurements. 
 Numerous works dealing with the topic of hydrogen (or helium release) in enclosures were also 
presented during the Third International Conference on Hydrogen Safety.  Three of these papers 
considered the hydrogen distributions expected when hydrogen permeates very slowly through fuel tank 
walls into an enclosure having very small openings. [24,25,26] Very recently, revised publications based 
on the same work have appeared. [27,28,29,30] A manuscript by Cariteau et al. described measurements 
in which helium was released into a full-scale garage which was either empty or contained a vehicle. [31] 
These authors focused on the interior helium distributions resulting from moderately sized helium volume 
flow rates.  Work describing the distribution of hydrogen following releases inside a full-scale garage 
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with and without a vehicle was reported by Merilo et al. [32,33] These authors also studied the effects of 
igniting the hydrogen-air mixtures.  Benteboula et al. considered the effectiveness of two simple models 
for predicting helium mixing behavior for a series of experiments carried out in the same facility 
described by Gupta et al. [14]. [34] Denisenko et al. investigated the effects of release conditions on the 
mixing of helium inside a real-scale enclosure. [35] Their findings demonstrated that low-speed releases 
which were buoyancy-dominated resulted in the formation of a stratified upper layer, while high-speed, 
momentum-dominated releases resulted in mixing over the entire enclosure and created homogeneous 
mixtures.  A model for the deflagration of hydrogen-air mixtures within enclosures was described by 
Skob et al. [36] 
 The third in a series of round-robin studies in which a number of CFD codes were applied to 
predict the older experimental findings of Swain [8] for mixing in a garage for a helium release in the 
presence of a vehicle was described at the Symposium and has appeared in print. [37,38] This round robin 
involved four organizations.  Similar to the two earlier round robins [11,18], there were substantial 
variations between the model predictions and experimental results.  This paper is noteworthy because it 
utilized numerical measures for assessing the degree of agreement between models and experiment and 
emphasized the potential role of experimental uncertainty when comparing modeling and experimental 
findings. 
 Three manuscripts, subsequently published, dealt with unintended releases of hydrogen into fuel 
cell enclosures.  The first by Friedrich et al. describes experiments characterizing hydrogen distributions 
and combustion behavior following the release of hydrogen into the interior of a simulated fuel-cell 
module. [39] The second experiment was similar but incorporated a second enclosure, representing a 
room, around the simulated fuel-cell cabinet. [40] The third report described an experimental and 
modeling study designed to determine minimum venting required for an enclosure housing a fuel cell 
system in order to avoid the build-up of a flammable hydrogen mixture. [41] 
 A short review of many of the experiments described above was presented during the Third 
Symposium and subsequently published. [42] 
 A preliminary version of the work which is the subject of the current manuscript was also 
presented during the Third Symposium. [43] 
 A number of other modeling studies dealing with hydrogen release inside enclosures have been 
published.  Middha et al. performed a number of CFD calculations for a variety of configurations and 
validated the results by comparison with experiments. [44] In a series of papers Matsuura et al. have 
applied CFD to computationally investigate the role of passive and active venting in removing hydrogen 
from various configurations of enclosed spaces. [45,46,47,48] Reference [45] is especially relevant 
because it models unpublished data reported by Swain et al. for a corridor configuration with a vent at the 
end and in the ceiling. [49] The paper also includes measurements that were apparently made for the same 
experimental configuration in which real-time concentration probes were utilized [50], in contrast to the 
measurements of Swain et al., which were widely spaced in time.  The remaining papers deal primarily 
with using CFD for sensing-based risk mitigation.  A similar CFD study has been reported by Liu and 
Schreiber, who computationally investigated the distribution of hydrogen inside an automobile due to an 
unintended release. [51] Kim et al. have reported CFD modeling of hydrogen distributions in fuel cell 
enclosures [52] as well as a Lagrangian approach for modeling hydrogen releases in enclosures [53].  
Vudumu and Koylu developed another model for buoyancy-dominated flows and applied it to hydrogen 
releases into a simple cylindrical cylinder. [54] Kanayama and coworkers have published a series of 
studies dealing with the development of the upper layer when a buoyant flow strikes the ceiling within an 
enclosed space. [55,56,57] Prasad et al. used preliminary results of the work described here to validate the 
use of a large-eddy CFD code that was developed to predict fire behavior, FDS [58], for predicting 
helium and hydrogen dispersion within partially enclosed spaces. [59,60] An analytical model that 
assumes rapid mixing for predicting helium or hydrogen concentration in one or more layers within an 
enclosure with multiple vents has been described by Prasad et al. [61] 
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1.3. Problem Description 
 As hydrogen-powered automobiles come on the market, it is likely that they will be parked in the 
existing stock of residential garages.  For this reason, it is important to understand the implications of 
potential hydrogen leaks in typical residential garages.  Even though the literature described above is 
focused on garages, many of the studies have not fully investigated parameters likely to be important in 
actual garages.  Two such parameters are hydrogen leak location and the size and spatial distribution of 
leaks.  Investigations focused on losses of hydrogen from an enclosure during and following a release are 
limited. 
 Leak rates for garages are typically described in terms of the number of air changes per hour 
(ACH) for an enclosure of volume, Venc, which corresponds to a volume flow exchange rate in m3/s across 
the enclosure boundary, Qenc, given by Qenc = Venc×ACH/3600.  ACH can vary substantially with time and 
depends not only on the areas of openings connecting across the enclosure boundary, but also on such 
factors as weather conditions and forced ventilation which control the nominal pressure differences across 
openings.  Values of Qenc can be related to an effective leak area, ELA, by use of the Bernoulli equation, 
 

 ½)/2/()( ρPQELA HencH Δ×= , (1) 
 
where the subscript H indicates evaluation at a specific pressure difference between the interior and 
exterior and gas density, ρ.  A value of H = 4 Pa is often taken to be representative of the pressure 
difference across a garage boundary. [62] Note that ELAH does not normally correspond to the actual open 
area in a garage boundary since experimental flow rates are typically [62] given by 
 

 n
enc PCQ Δ×= , (2) 

 
where C is the flow parameter and n is an experimental parameter that varies between 0.5 and 1. 
 Studies indicate that values of ACH and ELA4 Pa vary widely for garages in the United States, e.g., 
see [62,63].  For testing purposes, it is reasonable to consider ACHs on the low side of those observed.  
For this purpose, a recommended minimum value of Qenc = 2.73 m3/min (100 ft3/min) per stored 
automobile included in an early version of an American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-
Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) standard was used. [64] Swain et al. referred to this value in an early 
study. [2] Note that this recommendation is no longer included in current versions of the ASHRAE 
standard, but is incorporated in the 2009 International Mechanical Code published by the International 
Code Council. [65] Both codes assume natural ventilation processes are sufficient and do not specify 
means for meeting the standard.  A simple calculation reveals that this value corresponds exactly to an 
ACH = 3 h-1 for a single car garage sized 3.048 m (w) × 6.096 m (l) × 3.048 m (h) (10 ft × 20 ft × 10 ft).  
On this basis, an ACH = 3 h-1 was adopted as a representative value for this study. 
 A study published by researchers in Europe after the experiments discussed here were completed 
concluded that ACH values for garages in Europe and the United States are considerably lower than 
indicated above. [27] After eliminating results from a Canadian study, which they considered to be 
unreasonably high, they concluded that experimental measurements of ACHs for residential garages were 
all less than ACH = 3 h-1, and roughly 85 % were less than ACH = 1 h-1.  As a worst-case example, they 
chose a value of ACH = 0.03 h-1, which is 100 times smaller than the value considered here.  It is difficult 
to imagine that 100 % of garages fail to meet the older ASHRAE or current ICC standards.  The source of 
the large difference between the ACH values discussed here and those cited in [27] is currently unclear, 
but may be related to the assumption of a nominal 4 Pa pressure difference between the garage interior 
and surroundings.  The source of the difference should be explored further since the effective ventilation 
rate has a dramatic impact on hydrogen build up in a garage.  In any case, it would appear that the low 
value adopted in [27] is exceedingly conservative. 
 The purpose of the current study is twofold.  The first is to provide a set of reference data for 
testing and validating the capability of Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS) [58], a code developed at the 
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) for simulating buoyancy-dominated fire flows, 
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Figure 1. A schematic and photograph of the ¼-scale two-car garage are shown. 

and other computational fluid dynamic (CFD) codes to predict concentration distributions within an 
enclosure, including losses to the ambient surroundings, of a buoyant gas during release and post-release 
periods.  The second is to experimentally characterize the effects of the gas release point, the buoyant gas 
release rate, and the vent size(s) and location(s) on the mixing behavior and interior concentration profiles 
during the release and post-release periods. 
 For modeling purposes it is desirable to have accurate, repeatable experiments with well defined 
boundary conditions and initial conditions.  Such control is exceedingly difficult in actual garages, which 
are subject to outside weather conditions (i.e., changing winds and temperatures) and have leaks that are 
difficult to characterize.  The choice was made to perform measurements in a well-controlled laboratory 
environment.  In order to maintain the test facility at a manageable size and limit the amount of buoyant 
gas required, a scaled enclosure was used.  Simple vent configurations, single and double vents located in 
a single wall, were used for the initial measurements. 
 It should be noted that the reduced-scale experiments were not designed to provide a full 
similitude model of a full-scale garage.  Due to the nature of the system, it was not possible to match all 
of the dimensionless numbers expected to be important.  The experiment is designed such that spatial 
scales, gas volume flow rates, and flow times are scaled to match those corresponding to a full-scale 
experiment. 
 

2. Experimental 
 
2.1. Reduced-Scale Garage 
 The reduced-scale experiment is based on the following highly idealized scenario.  A release of 5 
kg of hydrogen (representative of a full tank on current designs of hydrogen-powered automobiles) occurs 
at room temperature within a two-car garage having interior dimensions of 6.096 m × 6.096 m × 3.048 m.  
The hydrogen is completely released at a constant rate over one hour or four hours at a fixed location 
within the garage. 
 A physical scale model having interior dimensions of 1.5 m × 1.5 m × 0.75 m was constructed 
from nominally 1.27 cm thick poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) sheets.  The corresponding scaling 
factor is 0.246.  Five PMMA sheets were glued together to form a sealed enclosure with an open front 
end.  A 2.54 cm wide flange was attached around the outside edge of the open end, and a 1.576 m × 
0.818 m removable front face was placed over the flange and held in place with a series of clamps.  A 
polychloroprene gasket and stopcock grease were used to form a tight seal between the front face and 
flange.  Figure 1 shows a schematic for the enclosure along with a photograph.  The integrity of the 
enclosure was confirmed by introducing helium into the enclosure and testing for leaks by probing 
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outside of the enclosure using a Varian Model 959 helium leak detector.1  Several small leaks were sealed 
with silicon sealant. 
 All vents, a pressure tap, and electrical and gas feedthroughs were incorporated into the 
removable front faces.  Three faces were fabricated.  The first had a single 2.40 cm ± 0.02 cm square 
(5.76 cm2 area) opening at the center of the face.  This size was determined using Eq. (1) to estimate the 
vent area required for ACH = 3 h-1 (Qenc = 1.41 × 10-3 m3/s) with H = 4 Pa (actual calculated area is 5.46 
cm2).  Subsequent measurements (described below) with this face in place provided the parameters for 
use in Eq. (2).  The calculated value of (Qenc)4 Pa was 9.29 × 10-4 m3/s.  This value is 66 % of the value 
based on Eq. (1).  Based on this result, a second face was prepared with the vent area increased by a factor 
of 1.60, i.e., a square with 3.05 cm ± 0.02 cm sides (9.30 cm2 area).  Two equal square vents with 2.15 cm 
± 0.02 cm sides (total area = 9.25 cm2) were placed in the third face equal distances from the sidewalls 
with the bottom edge of the lower 2.54 cm above the floor and the top edge of the upper 2.54 cm below 
the ceiling.  Experimental measurements with the latter two front faces (described below) showed that the 
predicted values of (Qenc)4 Pa were near the value of 1.41 × 10-3 m3/s necessary for ACH = 3 h-1. 
 Due to safety concerns, helium was chosen as the buoyant gas for this study.  A mass flow 
controller was used to deliver a constant volume flow rate chosen such that the total volume of helium 
delivered during the release period (either 3600 s or 14 400 s) corresponded to the dimensionally scaled 
volume (59.8 m3) for a release of 5 kg of hydrogen into the full-scale garage.  The corresponding volume 
of 0.890 m3 for the reduced-scale garage gives flow volume rates of 2.47 × 10-4 m3/s = 14.8 L/min and 
6.18 × 10-5 m3/s = 3.71 L/min for the one hour and four hour releases, respectively.  The actual volume 
flow rates delivered by the mass flow controller were measured to be 14.92 L/min ± 0.15 L/min and 
3.54 L/min ± 0.06 L/min using a Gilabrator-2 electronic bubble flow meter from Gilian.  The 
uncertainties listed are based on standard deviations from repeated measurements spanning the several 
month period required to complete the testing.  In an unpublished report, Mulholland and Fernandez 
found the expanded uncertainty (2σ) for this instrument to be 1.8 %. [66]  
 The helium flowed by way of tubing and a feedthrough into the enclosure where it was released 
from a Fischer burner, chosen as a convenient means to release helium over an area, with a 3.6 cm 
diameter, Do, circular opening located 20.7 cm above its base.  The flow distribution was not measured, 
but such burners are designed to deliver uniform flows.  The burner was located at one of three locations 
with the following centered flow exit positions: on the floor at the center of the enclosure (0.75 m, 0.75 
m, 0.207 m), on the floor at the center of the rear wall with the exit edge 3.0 cm from the wall (0.75 m, 
1.45 m, 0.207 m), and raised at the center of the enclosure with the burner exit 2.5 cm below the ceiling 
(0.75 m, 0.75 m, 0.725 m).  Coordinates are given relative to an origin located on the floor at the front of 
the enclosure on the left-hand edge.  Laboratory and gas temperatures were maintained at 21 ºC ± 1 ºC. 
 The average helium flow velocities, Uo, at the flow exit were 0.244 m/s and 0.058 m/s for the one 
hour and four hour releases, respectively.  Following Chen and Rodi [67], for the higher flow velocity, the 
exit Reynolds number, Re, and Froude number, Fr, given by 
 
 Re = UoDo/νHe, (3) 
 
 Fr = (ρHeUo

2)/(gDo(ρair-ρHe)), (4) 
 
where ν is the kinematic viscosity and g the gravitational constant, are Re = 75 and Fr = 0.0271. The 
Reynolds number indicates the initial flow is laminar and, based on criteria given by Chen and Rodi [67], 
becomes buoyancy dominated approximately 2 cm above the flow exit.  The four hour velocity flow will 
become buoyancy dominated even closer to the exit. 

                                                      
1 Certain commercial equipment, instruments, or materials are identified in this paper in order to adequately specify 
the experimental procedure.  Such identification does not imply recommendation or endorsement by the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology, nor does it imply that the materials or equipment are necessarily the best 
available for the purpose. 
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2.2. Helium Sensor Calibration and Concentration Measurement 
 Measurements recorded during an experiment included helium volume fractions at eight 
locations.  Two types of helium sensors were tested for these measurements: Neodym Technologies 
Panterra Model PN-ST-GHY-A040A-W20A-O5-R1-S1-E2-X0-I1-P2-L5-J1-Z0 and Xensor Integration 
Model TCG-3880.  Both models respond to variations in the gas thermal conductivity as the helium 
concentration changes. 
 The Neodym Technologies sensors were optimized for hydrogen detection, but were calibrated 
for response to helium as described below.  Each system consisted of a 2.5 cm × 2.5 cm × 2.5 cm sensor 
head connected by a 5 m cable to a 6.4 cm × 5.1 cm × 2.5 cm control box.  The actual sensor had a 
circular surface of ≈ 1.3 cm diameter.  The control box incorporated a digital microcontroller 
programmed to linearize the response of the thermal sensor and to correct for temperature sensitivity.  A 
digital-to-analog converter generated a 0 V to 5 V output with roughly 1000 steps corresponding to the 
full range of the detector.  The system was powered by a 5 V input.  The quoted response time for the 
sensor system was 10 s. 
 Each sensor was individually calibrated in-house using a computer-controlled mixing system. 
[68]  The mixing system was controlled by a legacy 486 personal computer running Strawberry Tree 
Workbench PC software to interface with a Strawberry Tree Flash-12 Model 1 data acquisition and 
ACAO-12-2 digital output board to control and read a 30 SLM (standard liters per minute) MFC for the 
air flow and two 10 SLM meters used in tandem for helium.  Algorithms programmed in Workbench PC 
calculated the control voltages necessary for each MFC to provide flows of helium and air that, when 
mixed in a baffled chamber, provided a mixture with a preset helium volume fraction.  The total volume 
flow rate was held constant at 29.9 L/min.  The system was programmed to automatically vary the helium 
concentration over 21 separate steps of increasing helium volume fraction.  The starting helium volume 
fraction as well as the step size could be modified by program inputs.  Separate programs were used in 
which the volume fraction changed was stepped every 30 s or 60 s. 
 It proved difficult to program the mixing system to provide helium mixtures with well 
characterized and specified volume fractions.  As an alternative, the delivered volume fractions were 
measured frequently with 1 % uncertainty by passing a portion of the flow through a pair of Siemens 
Calomat 6 7MB2527 gas analyzers.  These gas analyzers have time constants around ten seconds.  In 
order to provide sufficient time for the analyzers to fully respond, a period of 60 s between volume 
fraction steps for the mixing system was used.  Tests with longer periods indicated a 60 s period was 
sufficient.  Volume fractions measured by the analyzers were recorded for each helium concentration 
level at the end of each 60 s flow period.  The helium volume fractions reported by the two analyzers 
agreed to within 0.001 helium volume fraction when the analyzers were zeroed and spanned with air and 
helium, respectively. 
 The sensors were calibrated by placing them inside a calibration cell formed from a 22.9 cm long 
PMMA tube with an inside diameter of 5.1 cm.  The tube was o-ring sealed at either end with aluminum 
faces held in place by four threaded rods.  One face contained a Swagelok fitting for introducing the 
mixture flow, while the other was open.  The sensor to be tested was placed near the inlet end of the 
calibration cell, and the opposite end was sealed with a robber stopper with a 1 cm hole in the center to 
allow flow through the cell and the electric lead for the sensor to be passed into the cell.  The calibration 
mixture volume flow rate was sufficient to sweep out the 0.47 L volume of the calibration cell in roughly 
1 s.  Testing showed that there was very little air backflow into the cell when the calibration mixture was 
flowing, even though air quickly entered when no flow was present. 
 During calibration, a sensor was exposed to the varying helium concentrations in the cell.  The 
0 V to 5 V output for the sensor was conditioned utilizing a SCXI 32-channel National Instruments 1102 
signal conditioning board coupled with a SCXI-1300 interface board.  The conditioned signal was fed to a 
PXI-6221 digitizer board. The digitizer board was controlled and read by a second personal computer 
running National Instruments LabVIEW software.  Voltages were digitized at a 2 kHz rate and then 
averaged for 1 s before being saved in a comma-delimited file along with the relative time of the sample.  
Typically, two sets of calibrations would be run for each sensor, one recorded for helium volume fractions  
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Figure 2. The measured output voltage for a Neodym Technologies thermal conductivity sensor is 
shown as a function of time as the helium volume fraction is stepped over a 0 to 1 range. 

varying from 0 to 1 in nominal steps of 0.05 and the second from 0 to 0.2 in nominal steps of 0.01.   
Figure 2 shows an example of one of these calibrations plotted as sensor output voltage versus time.  It is 
evident that the sensor responds fully to the changes in the helium concentration in less than 5 s even 
though this period is less than the stated response time. 
 Results for the calibrations were plotted utilizing SigmaPlot software.  A SigmaPlot transform 
was created to average the voltage outputs over a 20 s period running from roughly 8 s to 28 s of a given 
volume fraction step.  The circles included in Figure 2 indicate these averages for the 21 volume fraction 
steps.  Individual calibration curves for each sensor were generated by fitting fourth order polynomials to 
plots of delivered helium volume fraction versus sensor output voltage for the two calibration ranges.  
Figure 3 shows an example of one of these fits.  Using the fourth order polynomial it was possible to 
calculate the helium volume fractions for an arbitrary voltage output from this sensor. 
 During the calibrations of the Neodym Technologies sensors small sharp discontinuities in 
voltage were identified at several concentrations over the calibration curve.  These jumps increased the 
uncertainty in the measurements around these volume fractions.  The reason for these jumps was not 
identified, but it seems likely that they, as well as the nonlinearity in the calibration curve evident in 
Figure 3, were associated with sensor software corrections made to the response assuming hydrogen was 
being measured, while helium was actually being measured. 
 The Xensor Integration sensors, which also respond to variations in gas thermal conductivity with 
helium concentration, function in a different way than the Neodym Technologies sensors.  These sensors 
are manufactured using solid-state techniques.  The sensor element is a small chip of silicon with 
rectangular dimensions of 2.5 mm × 3.3 mm and a thickness of 0.3 mm.  A small isolated silicon nitride 
membrane is fabricated in the silicon with a small heater located in the center.  The application of a small 
electric current raises the temperature of the heater above the ambient temperature of the surrounding 
silicon.  Heat is lost from the center by thermal conductivity through the silicon nitride membrane to the 
silicon chip, which is held at the ambient temperature and to the surrounding gas, with the latter 
depending on the gas thermal conductivity.  A thermopile formed from 6 n-doped and 6 p-doped  
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Figure 3. An example of the fourth order polynomial fit to experimental data for the response of a 
Neodym Technologies sensor to varying helium volume fractions. 

polysilicon strips senses the temperature difference between the heated center and the edge of the silicon 
nitride membrane.  The thermopile voltage output is the sensor signal. 
 The manufacturer indicates these sensors can be used to measure absolute low pressures, material 
properties for very small samples, and the composition of binary gas mixtures.   They have been widely 
used as microcalorimeters to measure thermal properties of small samples of material subjected to high 
heating rates.  Of more direct interest is their use to measure helium and hydrogen concentrations.  Gupta 
et al. used these sensors to measure concentrations when helium was released into a full-scale garage. [14] 
The sensors were individually calibrated by measuring their response to known helium/air mixtures 
covering a 0 % to 50 % range.  A second-order polynomial was then fit to a plot of sensor output voltage 
versus concentration.  Denisenko et al. reported similar measurements using these sensors for hydrogen 
released into a sealed vessel. [69] The sensors were calibrated in hydrogen/air mixtures generated by a 
specially designed mixing system that spanned the 0 % to 100 % range.  Plots of sensor response versus 
hydrogen concentration were also fit to second-order polynomials. 
 The TCG-3880 sensors were delivered mounted on a standard TO-5 ten-pin mount, with a 
circular base having a 9.4 mm diameter.  Due to their operating principle, the sensors are sensitive to 
changes in ambient temperature as well as flows over their surfaces that increase the heat loss.  As an 
option, Xensor Integration will include a Pt100 class B platinum resistance thermometer mounted along 
side the TCG-3880 sensor that can be used to measure temperature in order to allow correction for 
ambient temperature variations.  Both TCG-3880 and TCG-3880Pt versions were tested.  Since the 
ambient temperature in the laboratory was nearly constant, no attempts were made to read and correct for 
temperature variations.  The manufacturer indicates that the temperature sensitivity can be minimized by 
controlling the current flow to the sensor heater by including an external 2 kΩ resistor with a small 
thermal coefficient in series with a voltage source.  This recommendation was followed as was that to 
power the heater with a 4 V input. 
 The sensors were inserted into a TO-5 socket supplied by Xensor Integration mounted on a small 
PCB board with 10 holes for wire connections.   The PCB board was attached to a small section of 
perforated board that was used to hold the resistor for the heater circuit.  This entire assembly was  
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Figure 4. Photograph of a TCG-3880 showing the associated mount, external heater resistor, and wiring. 

mounted on a small machined aluminium mount that was used to support the sensor at a given location.  
Figure 4 shows a close-up photograph of one of the sensors as it appeared in use. 
 As configured, the sensors are expected to generate voltage outputs of roughly 45 mV and 10 mV 
when placed in air and helium, respectively.  The sensor output voltages were digitized using the same 
data acquisition system described above for the Neodym Technologies sensors even though the voltage 
ranges differed by a factor of roughly 100.  As discussed further below, the voltage resolution of the 
system was adequate when using the TCG-3880 sensors. 
 Preliminary tests in the calibration cell indicated that bare TCG-3880 sensors were sensitive to 
the flow inside the cell.  In order to minimize this response, the sensors were sealed inside a standard TO-
5 cover having a 5 mm height and 8 mm diameter.  A 0.28 cm diameter circular hole was drilled in the 
center of the cover top to facilitate gas exchange between the inside and surroundings.  The cover limited 
gas flow over the sensor and greatly reduced the sensitivity to flow.  Some sensitivity was still evident 
when a covered sensor was placed directly into the flow entering the calibration cell with its cover 
opening facing the flow.  However, no flow sensitivity was evident with the sensor placed outside of the 
inlet jet and oriented perpendicular to the primary flow direction.  As will be shown shortly, the time 
response of the covered sensor to a change in concentration was satisfactory for the current application. 
 Figure 5 shows an example of the sensor output voltage versus time for a TCG-3880 sensor in the 
calibration cell with the nominal volume fraction of helium varying over a range of 0 % to 20 % in steps 
of 1 %.  The open symbols represent average values for a given condition.  The mixing system had 
trouble controlling the flows for the three lowest helium concentrations, and average values are not 
included for these casess.  While some noise is evident on the signals, the noise levels are small compared 
to the step sizes corresponding to 1 % changes in helium volume fraction.  As a rough indication of the 
noise level, a typical voltage step for the data in Figure 5 is 0.5 mV, while the corresponding root mean 
square (rms) values for the averaged measurements have values between 0.02 mV and 0.03 mV.  These 
results indicate that it should be possible to resolve helium concentration changes on the order of 0.1 %. 
 Calibration curves for the Xensor Integration sensors were generated in the same way as for the 
Neodym Technologies sensors, i.e., by fitting fourth-order polynomials to data from calibrations over 0 % 
to 20 % and 0 % to 100 % ranges of helium volume fraction.  An example of such a fit is shown in Figure 
6.  The result of the fit is included on the plot as a solid curve.  The agreement between the calculated 
curve and the experimental data is very good, as indicated by the correlation coefficient of 0.9999985 for 
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Figure 5. The measured output voltage for one of the Xensor Integration thermal conductivity sensors is 
shown as a function of time as the helium volume fraction is stepped over a 0 to 0.2 range. 

Figure 6. An example of a fourth order polynomial fit to experimental data for the response of a Xensor 
Integration sensor to varying helium volume fractions. 

the fit.  Such high correlation coefficients were typical for these sensors.  The results of the fit can be used 
to calculate the helium volume fraction for any arbitrary measured sensor voltage. 
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Figure 7. Four repeated calibrations over a five-month period for the response of a Xensor Integration 
probe to helium volume fractions ranging from 0 to 1 are shown.  

 Figure 7 shows four repeated calibrations for one of the TCG-3880 probes made over a five-
month period.  These calibrations covered the full range of helium volume fraction in nominal steps of 
0.05.  Some variations in output voltage are evident.  Close inspection revealed that these variations 
resulted from baseline shifts, and that the relative voltage values across the calibration curve were 
unchanged.  No obvious reason for the baseline shifts was identified.  Measurements of sensor response 
lasting several days suggested that the changes occurred relatively slowly. 
 The behavior of the baseline shifts evident in Figure 7 suggested an approach for correcting for 
them.  When the response of a given sensor to air is known, it is possible to calculate the expected voltage 
for the sensor using the fourth-order calibration coefficients for that sensor.  If there is a difference 
between the measured and predicted values, the difference can be subtracted from the experimental value 
so that the voltage is shifted and zero helium concentration is calculated.  In principle, this correction will 
apply over the entire helium concentration range. In practice, this was achieved by recording 
measurements in air, see below, and adjusting the experimental voltage readings as described.  
Comparisons of experimental data covering a range of helium volume fractions indicated this approach 
was successful, with helium volume fractions for a number of sensors calculated using repeated 
individual calibration curves yielding very similar volume fractions with no differences larger than 0.003. 
 Some additional tests used to characterize the response of the Xensor Integration sensors are 
described here.  Figure 8 shows a calibration curve for one of the sensors on expanded time and voltage 
scales.  The voltage drop due to one of the 0.05 step decreases in helium volume fraction is clear.  
Roughly 3 s is required for the voltage output to fully attain the new level, with much of the change 
occurring during the first one-second time step.  This observation means that the sensor response time 
must be on the order of 1 s or less.  This is particularly true when it is recognized that the observed 
voltage response time is also convoluted with the one-second averaging time used for the digitization, the 
response time for the mixing system, and the mixing time within the calibration cell. 
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Figure 8. A portion of the data shown in Figure 5 is blown up in order to emphasize the sensor time 
response. 

 By placing tape over the vent(s) in the reduced-scale garage, it was possible to seal the enclosure 
following a helium release.  After a period of time molecular diffusion smoothed out the vertical helium 
volume fraction gradients, and the concentration became uniform.  Since any leaks from the garage were 
very small, the helium concentration was essentially constant with time.  Figure 9 shows helium volume 
percents measured by eight individually calibrated Xensor Integration sensors for a test in which the 
enclosure was sealed 0.45 hr after the end of a one hour release of helium.  The helium release was started 
at 60 s.  Systematic differences in concentration readings covering a helium volume fraction percent range 
of 0.4 % are evident for the different sensors.  These differences are likely due to randomness in the 
calibration process and thus provide an indication of type A uncertainty.  It can also be seen that the 
concentration readings for individual sensors varied slightly with time, with the helium volume fraction 
increasing by ≈ 0.2 % over a 2½ day period.  Two possible explanations for these small increases are slow 
baseline drifts in the calibration curves as discussed earlier or slow diffusion of helium into the enclosure 
from the line that fed the helium flow system.  In either case, the plot shows that very little drift in 
measured volume fraction readings is to be expected over periods on the order of a day. 
 A similar experiment was performed using the front wall with vents near the floor and ceiling.  A 
one hour release of helium into the enclosure was carried out with the top vent sealed in order to build up 
a high helium concentration inside the enclosure.  Shortly following the end of the release, the lower vent 
was also sealed, and the helium concentration gradients inside the enclosure were allowed to dissipate.  
After a period of time both, vents were unsealed, and the resulting exchange with the outside caused the 
overall interior helium concentration to drop as concentration gradients again developed.  After some time 
the vents were again sealed, and the interior developed a uniform, but lower, concentration than before.  
This process was repeated several times to allow the sensors’ response to a range of concentrations to be 
characterized. 
 Figure 10 shows plots of helium volume fractions versus time for the eight sensors.  The periods 
when the vents were open and closed are easily identified.  A portion of the plot is shown blown up in 
Figure 11.  Concentration gradients began to develop as soon as the vents were opened at 18.32 hr, and 
the helium volume fractions began to drop.  When the vent was resealed after 0.38 hr the concentration 
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Figure 9. The percentage of helium recorded by Xensor Integration sensors over a roughly two and a 
half day period at eight locations within a sealed enclosure are shown. 

Figure 10. Helium volume fractions measured with Xensor Integration sensors are plotted as a function 
of time for eight locations within the enclosure which was sealed and unsealed multiple times.  
A flow of air was introduced into the enclosure at around 53 hours. 
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Figure 11. The data shown in Figure 10 is replotted on expanded percentage helium and time scales. 

gradients immediately began to dissipate, with concentrations in the bottom of the enclosure rising and 
those near the top falling.  In less than an hour the concentrations were again nearly uniform.  
 Average helium volume fractions were calculated for each sensor during periods when the 
concentrations were constant by averaging over 2000 s periods.  Figure 12 shows the averaged value for 
each sensor plotted against the average for all of the sensors taken together.  The results for different 
sensors lie very close together.  Root mean square (rms) values obtained when averaging the helium 
volume fraction results for the eight sensors ranged from 0.13 % for the highest concentrations down to 
0.04 % for the lowest.  These values confirm the excellent agreement for measurements recorded by the 
independently calibrated sensors over this concentration range.  The rms values provide quantitative 
estimates for the Type A uncertainty due to the calibrations. 
 While it appears that uncertainties in helium volume fraction associated with variations between 
repeated calibrations for different sensors were much less than 0.005, the absolute uncertainties in the 
measurements were likely somewhat larger since the uncertainty in helium volume fraction measurements 
made by the Siemens thermal analyzers were not fully characterized beyond the manufacturer’s 
specification of ± 1 % of the span range. 
 If the thermal conductivity dependence on helium concentration in helium-air mixtures is 
available with sufficient accuracy, it should be possible to predict the response of the Xensor Integration 
sensors.  As part of a project to be described elsewhere in which these sensors were calibrated for use in 
hydrogen/air mixtures, a model was developed that utilized sensor voltages measured in pure air and 
helium along with thermal conductivities for the pure gases and mixtures to predict the sensor response 
for arbitrary mixtures.  The starting point for the analysis was the sensor response which, according to the 
manufacturer, can be written as 
 
 ),/( gasmemtpinout GGSPV +×=  (5) 
 
where Vout is the output voltage for the sensor, Pin is the electrical input to the sensor heater, Stp is the 
thermopile sensitivity, and Gmem and Ggas are the thermal conductances through the sensor membrane and 
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Figure 12. Average helium volume percents measured by eight Xensor Integration sensors are plotted 
against the corresponding average for all of the sensors for a range of helium concentration in 
the reduced-scale garage. 

gas, respectively.  For the operating conditions used here Pin, Stp, and Gmem are very nearly constant, and 
Eq. (5) can be rewritten as  
 
 ),/( 1211 kccV +=  (6) 
 
where c1 and c2 are constant, and k1 is the thermal conductivity for a given gas.  For a second gas the 
expression can becomes 
 
 )./( 2212 kccV +=  (7) 
 
Equations (6) and (7) can be solved simultaneously to give 
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and 
 
 ).( 1211 kcVc +=  (9) 
 
 By measuring the response of a sensor to two gases with known thermal conductivities, values of 
c1 and c2 for the sensor could be determined and then used in Eq. (5) to predict the sensor response for an 
arbitrary gas having a known value of thermal conductivity.  This approach was used to predict the 
response for one of the Xensor Integration sensors using experimental values for the sensor outputs in air 
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Figure 13. Experimental and predicted voltages for the response of a Xensor Integration sensor to a range 
of helium concentrations is shown. 

and helium along with recommended values of thermal conductivity for helium/nitrogen mixtures at 
303.2 K taken from the TPRC data series. [70] It was considered appropriate to use helium/nitrogen 
mixture results since air and nitrogen have very similar thermal conductivities. 
 The TPRC recommended values are available in helium volume fraction percentage steps of 5 % 
over a range from pure air to pure helium, and predicted sensor voltages were calculated over this range.  
The predicted response is compared with experimental measurements for the same sensor in Figure 13.  
Visual inspection shows that the two curves fall close to each other.  In order to quantify the agreement, 
the two curves were fit to fourth order polynomials, and the predicted curve was subtracted from the fit 
for the experimental results.  A plot of the difference as a function of helium volume percent is shown in 
Figure 14.  The two curves vary systematically over the full concentration range, with maximum absolute 
differences in volume fraction on the order of 1.5 %.  The observed differences are comparable to the 
absolute uncertainty of 1 % helium volume percent specified by Siemens for their thermal conductivity 
meters.  Since measurements by individual sensors provide measurements with less noise than this, and 
measurements by multiple sensors yielded values that agreed to within less than 0.5 %, an absolute value 
of 1 % was adopted as the largest uncertainty for measurements of helium volume fraction recorded using 
Xensor Integration sensors. 
 
2.3. Pressure Measurement 
 A single pressure port was located on the front face at a location 37.5 cm from the left wall and 
37.5 cm above the floor.  The differential pressure between the enclosure interior and ambient 
surroundings was measured with a 133 Pa (1 torr) Baratron electronic manometer.  The manometer was 
calibrated by determining its voltage output versus a range of pressures generated by rotating the shaft of 
an Otis Model MB 21 HT bellows pump and measured with a Dwyer Model 1430 Microtector Portable 
Electronic Point Gage.  The quoted uncertainty for the pressure measurement is 0.06 Pa.  Figure 15 shows 
a plot of the differential pressure (ΔP) in torr versus the measured Baratron voltage for measurements 
recorded on three different days.  The straight line is the result of a linear least squares curve fit to the 
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Figure 14. The difference between experimental values of helium volume fraction and values calculated 
using the approach described in the text plotted as a function of the nominal helium volume 
percent. 

Figure 15. The results for three calibrations of the Baratron electronic manometer are plotted as 
differential pressure versus voltage.  The straight line is a linear least squares curve fit to the 
data. 
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Table 1. Heights for Vertical Array of Seven Helium Sensors Located 37.5 cm from the Front and Side 
Walls of the Reduced-Scale Garage 

Sensor Number Height above floor (cm) 
1 9.3 
2 18.5 
3 27.6 
4 37.2 
5 46.6 
6 55.9 
7 65.0 

 
data.  The calculated slope and intercept for the data were 0.0965 ± 0.0002 and 0.0048 ± 0.0015, 
respectively.  The uncertainties are very low, indicating an excellent fit. 
 
2.4. “Doorway Fan Test” 
 A doorway fan test, also commonly referred to as a blower doorway test, is used to characterize 
leaks into or from an enclosure. [62,63] A fan is sealed into a doorway or window in the enclosure to be 
tested, and the pressure drop across the opening is measured as the fan speed and calibrated air volume 
flow rate is varied.  Analogous tests were performed for the enclosure studied here by passing known 
volume flow rates of air through the Fischer burner and measuring the resulting pressure drop across the 
enclosure interface.  A combination of mass flow controllers and dry test meters was used to measure air 
volume flow rates.  Values of C and n were obtained by fitting the measurements to Eq. (2) using a least 
squares curve fit procedure. 
 
2.5. Time-Resolved Helium Volume Fraction Measurements in the Reduced-Scale 

Garage 
 Both Neodym Technologies and Xensor Integration sensors were used to record time-resolved 
helium volume fraction measurements inside the enclosure described below.  In general, the two types of 
sensors provided measurements that agreed quite well.  Due to their ease of use and somewhat smaller 
sensor size, we chose to use Xensor Integration sensors for all of the helium volume fractions 
measurements reported here. 
 A group of seven Xensor Integration sensors was assembled along a vertical line located 37.5 cm 
from the left and front walls.  Table 1 lists the assigned numbers and heights for these sensors.  An eighth 
sensor was moved to variable positions during different tests to check the horizontal uniformity of the 
helium distribution within the enclosure. 
 The voltage outputs for the sensors were digitized by simultaneously recording the signals on 
separate input channels of the data acquisition system described earlier.  The LabVIEW program that 
controlled the data acquisition was written so that the data collection rate could be changed during an 
experiment at a preset time.  The full-range 0 V to 5 V output of the Baratron pressure transducer was 
digitized at the same time and rate to provide a measure of the differential pressure between the inside and 
outside of the enclosure at the transducer height. 
 A typical helium release experiment consisted of recording a short background level in air 
(typically 60 s) before initiating the helium flow, starting the helium flow appropriate for a one hour or 
four hour release, halting the helium flow at the appropriate time, and recording the pressure and 
concentration sensor voltages for variable periods (sometimes up to several days) during the post release 
period.  Measurements during the release phase were always recorded with a 1 s averaging time, while it 
was common to switch to the 10 s average at some point during the post-release period in order to limit 
the number of samples recorded. 
 It was typical to either allow sufficient time for all of the helium to exit the enclosure or to initiate 
a known air flow (29.6 L/min ± 0.1 L/min) generated by a mass flow controller to sweep out any 
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remaining helium.  When all of the helium was removed, the air flow was halted, and the pressure 
transducer voltage was recorded for the no flow condition.  By averaging over the periods just prior to 
and after the time when the air was halted, the pressure increase due to the known air flow was obtained 
by difference.  These measurements are similar to the fan tests for the different vent configurations and 
were used to assess reproducibility and to check for changes in the system over time. 
 The voltage readings for the eight thermal conductivity sensors and the pressure transducer were 
saved continuously in a named comma-delimited file.  Conversion of the measured voltages to volume 
fractions and pressures along with data plotting was accomplished by importing the voltage signals into 
SigmaPlot and using a specially written data transform to implement the individual calibration curves.  
The transform for the concentration measurements corrected for any baseline drifts in the Xensor 
Integration sensors by first calculating the voltage outputs for each of the sensors in air by averaging 
values over the initial 10 s to 50 s of the time record, which were recorded prior to initiating the helium 
flow.  The differences between these values and the corresponding voltages for 100 % air determined 
from the 4th order polynomial fits to the calibration data were subtracted from the voltage time records for 
each sensor.  The helium volume fractions were then calculated using the offset voltages along with the 
individual calibration coefficients.  It was observed that the pressure transducer produced a small negative 
voltage for zero differential pressure.  The magnitude of this signal was determined by averaging the 
output voltage for the pressure transducer over the same 10 s to 50 s period used for the concentration 
signals and then using this value as the intercept for the calibrated linear response. 
 Once the time records were available for the eight sets of volume fraction measurements and the 
differential pressure, the results were plotted using SigmaPlot. 
 

3. Experimental Results 
 
3.1. Fan Test Characterization of Vent Configurations 
 Figure 16 shows the results of three repeated fan tests for the enclosure equipped with a front wall 
having a single 2.4 cm × 2.4 cm square opening in the center plotted as air volume flow rate versus the 
measured differential pressure induced by the flow.  The data was fit to Eq. (2) using a non-linear least 
squares curve fit procedure.  The result of the fit is shown in the figure as a solid line. 
 The exponent for the differential pressure for a given orifice is known to depend on the type of 
flow through the opening, with values varying from 0.5 for purely turbulent flow to 1 for purely laminar 
flow.  The experimental exponent of 0.531 indicates the flow through the single opening is turbulent.  
This is the expected behavior for this size opening and volume flow rates. 
 Using the coefficients derived from the fit along with Eq. 2 gives the volume flow rate for a 4 Pa 
differential pressure of (Qenc)4 Pa = 0.000929 m3/s, which was the value used in Section 2.1.  This indicates 
that the flow coefficient, Cv, necessary to relate the flow rate calculated using the Bernoulli equation (Eq. 
1) to that actually measured is 0.66. 
 Figure 17 shows the corresponding results for the enclosure equipped with the front wall having a 
single 3.05 cm × 3.05 cm opening in the center.  The pressure coefficient of 0.474 is consistent with the 
expected value of 0.5.  The calculated flow rate for a differential pressure of 4 Pa is (Qenc)4 Pa = 0.00152 
m3/s.  This corresponds to (ACH)4 Pa = 3.2, which is close to the target value of (ACH)4 Pa = 3.0. 
 Figure 18 shows the fan test results for the enclosure equipped with the front wall having two 
2.15 cm × 2.15 cm vents.  The calculated flow rate for a 4 Pa differential pressure is (Qenc)4 Pa = 0.00160 
m3/s corresponding to (ACH)4 Pa = 3.4.  This result is similar to, but slightly larger than measured for the 
front wall with a single large opening.  This is the expected result since the areas for the large vent and 
total of the two small vents are nominally the same.  The small difference is likely due to uncertainties in 
the dimensions of the openings and in the parameters derived from the fan test measurements. 
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Figure 16. Values of air flow rate are plotted against the measured differential pressure for three repeated 
fan tests of the reduced-scale garage with a single 2.4 cm × 2.4 cm opening in the front wall.  
The solid line is the result of a non-linear least squares curve fit to Eq. (2). 

Figure 17. Values of air flow rate are plotted against the measured differential pressure for a fan tests for 
the reduced-scale garage with a single 3.05 cm × 3.05 cm opening in the front wall.  The solid 
line is the result of a non-linear least squares curve fit to Eq. (2). 
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Figure 18. Values of air flow rate are plotted against the measured differential pressure for a fan tests for 
the reduced-scale garage with two 2.15 cm × 2.15 cm openings in the front wall.  The solid 
line is the result of a non-linear least squares curve fit to Eq. (2). 

Table 2. Front Wall Vent Characteristics 
Vents Area C n (Qenc)4 Pa (ACH)4 pa Cv 

2.4 cm × 2.4 cm opening 5.76 cm2 0.000445 0.531 0.0009286 m3/s 1.98 .660 
3.05 cm × 3.05 cm opening 9.30 cm2 0.000789 0.474 0.001522 m3/s 3.24 .634 

Dual 2.15 cm × 2.15 cm openings 9.25 cm2 0.000820 0.483 0.001602 m3/s 3.42 .671 
 

 The results of the fan tests for the three faces are summarized in Table 2.  Parameters included are 
total vent area, values of C and n, the predicted volume flow rate for a 4 Pa differential pressure, the 
predicted value of (ACH)4 Pa, and the flow coefficient. 
 
3.2. Time-Resolved Helium Concentration and Pressure Measurements in the 

Reduced-Scale Garage 
 

3.2.1. One Hour Helium Releases near the Floor at the Center of the 
 Garage 

 The parameters varied during the test series included helium flow rate (2), vent size and location 
(3), and helium release point (3), which yielded an experimental test matrix of eighteen experiments using 
all possible combinations.  The results presented in this report were recorded over a period of six months.  
The sensors were calibrated at the beginning and end of the test period.  The calibrations showed that the 
sensors, with the exception of the baseline shifts discussed earlier, were very stable.  The calibrations 
recorded following the test series were used to calculate helium volume fraction for the tests. 
 A large number of similar experiments were completed prior to the current work using different 
groups of sensors.  Some of the results from these earlier measurements were included in the paper 
presented during the Third International Symposium on Hydrogen Safety. [43] Comparison show only 
minor differences between the results presented here and those included in the earlier paper. 
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Figure 19. The upper plot shows helium volume percent as a function of time at eight locations for a one 
hour release of helium from the lower center position into the ¼-scale garage with a single 
centered 2.4 cm × 2.4 cm opening in the front face.  The lower plot shows the differential 
pressure across the face. 

 A short-hand nomenclature is used to identify the different tests.  A given test is assigned an 
identifier #####-xx-yyy, where ##### represents the helium release period in seconds and is either 3600 
or 14400, xx denotes the burner location and has values of LC (lower center), UC (upper center) or LR 
(lower rear), and yyy is the vent configuration and takes values of SSV (single small vent), SLV (single 
large vent), or ULV (upper-lower vent). 
 The upper plot of Figure 19 shows measured helium volume percent for the eight sensor locations 
versus time for a one hour release of helium from the center position near the floor ((x,y,z) = (0.75 m, 0.75 
m, 0.207 m)).  The heights of the sensors are indicated.  Note that the helium flow started at 60 s.  The 
total time period shown is nine hours.  In many cases data was collected for much longer periods, but nine 
hours was judged adequate to characterize the release and post-release portions of the concentration time 
profiles. 
 Sensors #1 to #7 were located along a vertical line located at (x,y) = (0.375 m, 0.375 m).  For this 
experiment sensor #8 was placed at the same height as sensor #1, i.e., z = 0.093 m, near the right-rear  
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Figure 20. Helium volume percent measurements recorded at eight locations within the ¼-scale garage 
equipped with a single 2.4 cm × 2.4 cm vent are shown for the initial period of a one hour 
helium release near the floor at the center of the garage. 

corner, (x,y) = (141 cm, 134.5 cm), of the enclosure.  Comparison of the measured helium volume 
fractions for sensors #1 and #8 shows that they are nearly identical over the entire period.  Similar 
agreement with the corresponding vertical array sensor readings was found when sensor #8 was located at 
different sensor heights and horizontal positions.  Significant differences were observed only when sensor 
#8 was located immediately above the helium release point or near a vent.  These observations indicate 
that over most of the enclosure volume there was very little lateral variation in helium volume fraction 
and that the measurements along the vertical sensor array were representative of the vertical concentration 
distributions elsewhere in the enclosure. 
 Inspection of Figure 19 shows that the helium concentrations began to rise shortly after the flow 
was initiated at 60 s and that the helium levels continued to increase at each height until the helium flow 
was halted at 3660 s.  During the release period a vertical stratification of the helium concentration 
developed, with higher helium levels near the ceiling.  At the end of the release period helium volume 
fractions varied systematically with height from approximately 35 % at z = 0.093 m to 46 % at z = 
0.650 m.  When the helium flow was halted, the helium volume fractions at the highest measurement 
locations began to drop almost immediately, while those at the lower positions continued to rise for 
varying periods before beginning to fall.  A result of this behavior was that during the post-release period 
the helium volume fractions approached each other quickly and eventually began to decrease at roughly 
constant rates.  Even so, a weak stratification remained, with the helium volume fraction at 32,400 s 
varying from roughly 27 % to 27.9 % for the lowest to highest sensor locations. 
 Additional insights concerning the concentration time behaviors are obtained by expanding the 
time and helium volume fraction ranges of the data shown in Figure 19.  Figure 20 shows the initial eight 
minutes of the concentration time records on an expanded helium concentration range.  Recalling that the 
helium flow did not start until 60 s, it is evident that helium reached sensor #7, located 0.65 m above the 
floor, very shortly after the flow started.  The time when helium was first detected is characterized for a 
given sensor by defining tinit as the difference between the time helium was first detected and the time 
when the helium flow was started.  It is clear from the helium concentration profiles that helium was  
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Figure 21. Helium volume percent measurements recorded at eight locations within the ¼-scale garage 
equipped with a single 2.4 cm × 2.4 cm vent are shown for a period ranging from 200 s before 
to 2800 s after the flow was halted for a one hour helium release near the floor at the center of 
the garage. 

filling the enclosure from the top down since tinit increased with decreasing sensor height.  Values of tinit 
were estimated from the data for each of the eight sensors and are included in Table 3, which summarizes 
a number of quantitative measures used to characterize the concentration time behaviors.  For the shortest 
times the uncertainties in tinit are on the order of 1 s.  The uncertainties increased somewhat for the lower 
sensors since the initial helium concentration increases were not as rapid.  An uncertainty of 5 s was 
estimated for the tinit of sensor #1. 
 A blown-up section of Figure 19 extending from 200 s before the end of the helium release to 
2800 s afterwards is shown in Figure 21.  The different time behaviors of the concentration at the upper 
and lower locations discussed earlier are evident.  As a means for quantitatively characterizing these 
different time behaviors, values of the helium volume fraction at 3600 s following the beginning of the 
release, V%t=3600, are compared with the maximum helium volume fractions measured at a given location 
during the entire experiment, V%max.  The times when the values of V%max occurred, tV%max were also 
estimated visually using the curves shown in Figure 21.  Values of V%t=3600, V%max, and tV%max for each of 
the eight sensor locations are included in Table 3 for test 3600-LC-SSV. 
 It is evident in Figure 21 and from the quantitative values in Table 3 that the vertical 
concentration gradient varied with height.  Near the ceiling the concentration was nearly uniform.  As the 
measurement position moved downward the gradient became larger.  The largest change in concentration 
occurred between sensors #3 and #4.  Substantial, but somewhat smaller, concentration gradients were 
present between the sensors located lower in the enclosure. 
 The plots show that the helium concentrations for the four highest sensor locations began to 
decrease as soon as the helium flow was shut off, while the volume fractions at the lower locations 
continued to increase for substantial periods of time.  The peak concentrations at the upper sensors were 
sharp, and the uncertainty in time is probably only a second or two.  As the measurement position moved 
closer to the floor, the time required to reach a maximum concentration and the relative percentage 
increase both increased on going down from sensor #3 to sensor #1.  The helium volume fraction at the  
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Table 3. Summary of Quantitative Measures for Eighteen Test Conditions. 
 3600-LC-SSV 
 Sensor #1 Sensor #2 Sensor #3 Sensor #4 Sensor #5 Sensor #6 Sensor #7 Sensor #8

tinit (s) 196 130 104 60 39 14 8 196
V%t=3600 35.0 36.7 39.0 42.6 44.8 46.0 46.2 34.8
V%max 38.7 39.2 39.5 42.6 44.8 46.0 46.2 38.5

tV%max (s) 5300 5100 4800 3598 3599 3598 3598 5300
V%t=7200 37.9 38.3 38.4 39.0 39.2 39.6 39.5 37.7

V% Slopet=7200 (s-1) -0.00053 -0.00054 -0.00054 -0.00059 -0.00061 -0.00063 -0.00066 -0.00054

 3600-LC-SLV 
 Sensor #1 Sensor #2 Sensor #3 Sensor #4 Sensor #5 Sensor #6 Sensor #7 Sensor #8

tinit (s) 230 182 120 82 43 26 14 230
V%t=3600 35.3 37.0 39.3 42.8 45.0 46.2 46.4 35.1
V%max 37.5 38.3 39.3 42.8 45.0 46.2 46.4 37.3

tV%max (s) 4500 4500 3610 3600 3600 3600 3600 4500
V%t=7200 35.3 35.9 36.3 37.2 37.6 38.1 38.2 35.0

V% Slopet=7200 (s-1) -0.00117 -0.00113 -0.00122 -0.00124 -0.00131 -0.00132 -0.00138 -0.00111

 3600-LC-ULV
 Sensor #1 Sensor #2 Sensor #3 Sensor #4 Sensor #5 Sensor #6 Sensor #7 Sensor #8

tinit (s) 235 164 115 68 44 19 8 2
V%t=3600 18.0 21.9 25.8 30.9 34.1 35.5 35.7 36.9
V%max 18.1 21.9 25.8 30.9 34.1 35.5 35.7 36.9

tV%max (s) 3620 3610 3605 3603 3602 3600 3600 3600
V%t=7200 8.2 9.3 10.3 11.4 12.2 13.0 13.3 13.0

V% Slopet=7200 (s-1) -0.00133 -0.00168 -0.00197 -0.00229 -0.00250 -0.00267 -0.00291 -0.00283

 3600-LR-SSV 
 Sensor #1 Sensor #2 Sensor #3 Sensor #4 Sensor #5 Sensor #6 Sensor #7 Sensor #8

tinit (s) 188 174 114 68 26 25 14 188
V%t=3600 35.0 36.7 39.0 42.6 44.7 46.1 46.2 34.8
V%max 38.8 39.3 39.6 42.6 44.7 46.1 46.3 38.6

tV%max (s) 5400 5000 4900 3600 3600 3600 3620 5400
V%t=7200 38.1 38.5 38.6 39.2 39.3 39.7 39.6 37.9

V% Slopet=7200 (s-1) -0.00055 -0.00058 -0.00060 -0.00063 -0.00063 -0.00068 -0.00071 -0.00056 
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 3600-LR-SLV 
 Sensor #1 Sensor #2 Sensor #3 Sensor #4 Sensor #5 Sensor #6 Sensor #7 Sensor #8

tinit (s) 205 185 140 73 27 24 15 205
V%t=3600 35.0 36.8 39.1 42.7 44.8 46.3 46.5 34.9
V%max 37.5 38.3 39.2 42.7 44.8 46.3 46.4 37.3

tV%max (s) 4650 4450 3620 3600 3600 3600 3620 4650
V%t=7200 - - - - - - - -

V% Slopet=7200 (s-1) - - - - - - - -

 3600-LR-ULV
 Sensor #1 Sensor #2 Sensor #3 Sensor #4 Sensor #5 Sensor #6 Sensor #7 Sensor #8

tinit (s) 194 152 83 69 28 25 16 2
V%t=3600 17.5 21.2 25.7 30.9 34.3 35.9 36.0 37.0
V%max 17.5 21.2 25.6 30.9 34.3 35.9 36.0 37.0

tV%max (s) 3610 3615 3602 3604 3604 3604 3620 3600
V%t=7200 8.3 9.3 10.3 11.4 12.2 13.0 13.3 13.0

V% Slopet=7200 (s-1) -0.00134 -0.00160 -0.00190 -0.00224 -0.00249 -0.00265 -0.00284 -0.00274

 3600-UC-SSV 
 Sensor #1 Sensor #2 Sensor #3 Sensor #4 Sensor #5 Sensor #6 Sensor #7 Sensor #8

tinit (s) 400 300 216 128 89 45 21 400
V%t=3600 31.8 33.7 36.5 41.2 46.2 51.8 56.9 31.6
V%max 40.1 40.7 41.0 42.7 46.5 51.8 56.9 39.9

tV%max (s) 5850 5800 5590 4260 3760 3610 3610 5850
V%t=7200 39.6 40.1 40.2 40.9 41.1 41.5 41.4 39.4

V% Slopet=7200 (s-1) -0.00051 -0.00053 -0.00059 -0.00064 -0.00067 -0.00076 -0.00078 -0.00051

 3600-UC-SLV
 Sensor #1 Sensor #2 Sensor #3 Sensor #4 Sensor #5 Sensor #6 Sensor #7 Sensor #8

tinit (s) 370 254 205 134 87 47 20 370
V%t=3600 31.5 33.4 36.1 41.0 46.0 51.6 56.7 31.3
V%max 38.1 38.8 39.6 42.0 46.2 51.6 56.7 37.9

tV%max (s) 5320 5150 4990 4110 3750 3625 3608 5320
V%t=7200 36.7 37.4 37.7 38.7 39.1 39.6 39.6 36.5

V% Slopet=7200 (s-1) -0.00099 -0.00104 -0.00109 -0.00119 -0.00123 -0.00138 -0.00137 -0.00105
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 3600-UC-ULV
 Sensor #1 Sensor #2 Sensor #3 Sensor #4 Sensor #5 Sensor #6 Sensor #7 Sensor #8

tinit (s) 425 300 205 126 74 42 23 9
V%t=3660 10.9 13.0 15.6 19.5 24.0 29.8 36.5 41.1
V%max 10.9 13.0 15.6 19.5 24.0 29.8 36.5 41.1

tV%max (s) 3625 3610 3630 3610 3620 3605 3607 3604
V%t=7200 6.9 7.7 8.5 9.4 10.0 10.6 10.8 11.0

V% Slopet=7200 -0.00107 -0.00129 -0.00153 -0.00177 -0.00196 -0.00215 -0.00222 -0.00226

 14400-LC-SSV
 Sensor #1 Sensor #2 Sensor #3 Sensor #4 Sensor #5 Sensor #6 Sensor #7 Sensor #8

tinit (s) 350 260 200 120 81 36 18 320
V%t=14400 37.4 37.8 38.2 39.5 40.2 41.2 41.5 37.2

V%max 37.6 38.1 38.4 39.5 40.2 41.2 41.5 37.4
tV%max (s) 15130 14900 14660 14400 14400 14400 14400 15130
V%t=18000 36.3 36.7 36.8 37.4 37.5 37.9 37.8 36.2

V% Slopet=18000 (s-1) -0.00059 -0.00058 -0.00061 -0.00059 -0.00062 -0.00065 -0.00062 -0.00058

 14400-LC-SLV
 Sensor #1 Sensor #2 Sensor #3 Sensor #4 Sensor #5 Sensor #6 Sensor #7 Sensor #8

tinit (s) 295 260 192 115 76 36 16 290
V%t=14400 34.5 35.1 35.7 37.1 38.1 39.2 39.6 34.2

V%max 34.5 35.2 35.7 37.1 38.1 39.2 39.6 34.2
tV%max (s) 14940 14710 14570 14410 14407 14400 14405 14940
V%t=18000 32.0 32.6 32.8 33.6 33.9 34.3 34.4 31.9

V% Slopet=18000 (s-1) -0.00082 -0.00085 -0.00091 -0.00092 -0.00091 -0.00102 -0.00097 -0.00082

 14400-LC-ULV
 Sensor #1 Sensor #2 Sensor #3 Sensor #4 Sensor #5 Sensor #6 Sensor #7 Sensor #8

tinit (s) 326 262 182 114 82 36 28 7
V%t=14400 9.2 10.8 12.4 14.4 15.8 16.7 17.0 17.6

V%max 9.2 10.8 12.4 14.4 15.8 16.7 17.0 17.6
tV%max (s) 14420 14430 14415 14405 14400 14405 14410 14400
V%t=18000 5.4 6.1 6.6 7.2 7.6 8.0 8.1 8.0

V% Slopet=18000 (s-1) -0.00077 -0.00091 -0.00101 -0.00118 -0.00124 -0.00138 -0.00138 -0.00135
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 14400-LR-SSV
 Sensor #1 Sensor #2 Sensor #3 Sensor #4 Sensor #5 Sensor #6 Sensor #7 Sensor #8

tinit (s) 330 304 179 120 98 46 29 330
V%t=14400 36.6 37.1 37.4 38.5 39.3 40.4 40.9 36.4

V%max 36.9 37.4 37.6 38.7 39.4 40.4 40.9 36.7
tV%max (s) 15230 15085 14965 14580 14438 14406 144014 15230
V%t=18000 35.7 36.1 36.1 36.7 36.8 37.2 37.1 35.5

V% Slopet=18000 (s-1) -0.00061 -0.00057 -0.00063 -0.00062 -0.00061 -0.00066 -0.00062 -0.00056

 14400-LR-SLV
 Sensor #1 Sensor #2 Sensor #3 Sensor #4 Sensor #5 Sensor #6 Sensor #7 Sensor #8

tinit (s) 385 260 210 122 82 48 31 260
V%t=14400 34.4 35.1 35.6 37.1 38.0 39.0 39.3 34.2

V%max 34.4 35.1 35.6 37.1 38.0 39.0 39.3 34.3
tV%max (s) 14695 14645 14540 14400 14403 14405 14414 14695
V%t=18000 31.9 32.5 32.7 33.6 33.8 34.2 34.3 31.8

V% Slopet=18000 (s-1) -0.00089 -0.00089 -0.00096 -0.00100 -0.00100 -0.00101 -0.00102 -0.00087

 14400-LR-ULV
 Sensor #1 Sensor #2 Sensor #3 Sensor #4 Sensor #5 Sensor #6 Sensor #7 Sensor #8

tinit (s) 328 298 229 124 50 46 31 5
V%t=14400 8.9 10.4 12.1 14.2 15.5 16.5 16.7 17.4

V%max 8.9 10.4 12.1 14.2 15.5 16.5 16.7 17.4
tV%max (s) 14418 14416 14400 14402 14408 14407 14401 14400
V%t=18000 5.4 5.9 6.5 7.1 7.5 7.9 8.0 8.0

V% Slopet=18000 (s-1) -0.00070 -0.00084 -0.00095 -0.00109 -0.00119 -0.00128 -0.00135 -0.00131

 14400-UC-SSV
 Sensor #1 Sensor #2 Sensor #3 Sensor #4 Sensor #5 Sensor #6 Sensor #7 Sensor #8

tinit (s) 525 460 328 225 145 83 41 460
V%t=14400 36.6 37.0 37.4 38.7 39.7 41.3 42.7 36.4

V%max 37.2 37.7 38.0 39.1 39.9 41.4 42.8 37.0
tV%max (s) 15640 15400 15300 14920 14620 14470 14422 15690
V%t=18000 36.3 36.7 36.7 37.3 37.4 37.8 37.7 36.1

V% Slopet=18000 (s-1) -0.00048 -0.00051 -0.00050 -0.00052 -0.00055 -0.00056 -0.00060 -0.00049
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 14400-UC-SLV
 Sensor #1 Sensor #2 Sensor #3 Sensor #4 Sensor #5 Sensor #6 Sensor #7 Sensor #8

tinit (s) 490 390 292 170 118 70 44 490
V%t=14400 34.0 34.7 35.3 36.9 38.2 39.9 41.4 33.9

V%max 34.2 35.0 35.6 37.1 38.4 40.0 41.4 34.1
tV%max (s) 15190 15090 14930 14695 14540 14452 14420 15190
V%t=18000 32.1 32.7 33.0 33.9 34.2 34.6 34.7 32.1

V% Slopet=18000 (s-1) -0.00091 -0.00088 -0.00099 -0.00098 -0.00102 -0.00105 -0.00110 -0.00087

 14400-UC-ULV
 Sensor #1 Sensor #2 Sensor #3 Sensor #4 Sensor #5 Sensor #6 Sensor #7 Sensor #8

tinit (s) 540 465 305 204 124 82 40 21
V%t=14400 7.2 8.2 9.4 11.0 12.7 14.8 17.0 19.6

V%max 7.2 8.2 9.4 11.0 12.7 14.8 17.0 19.6
tV%max (s) 14410 14420 14430 14440 14439 14438 14423 14405
V%t=18000 5.0 5.5 5.9 6.5 6.8 7.1 7.3 7.3

V% Slopet=18000 (s-1) -0.00055 -0.00065 -0.00077 -0.00085 -0.00096 -0.00103 -0.00110 -0.00107
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sensor #1 location continued to increase for roughly 1650 s, increasing by nearly 11 % following the end of 
the release.  The uncertainties in tV%max at the lower sensor locations were considerably higher due to the 
relatively slow changes in concentration.  For sensors #1 and #8 the uncertainty was estimated as ± 200 s. 
 Following the end of a release, helium concentrations began to drop as helium diffused or flowed 
through the vent and was replaced by air.  Values of the helium concentration at 7200 s following the 
release start, V%t=7200 and the slope for the concentration fall off, V% Slopet=7200, are used as quantitative 
measures to characterize the concentration decay for a one hour release.  Values for these two parameters 
are included in Table 3 for the one hour, lower-center release with the small centered vent.  Uncertainties 
are equal to or less than the least significant figures reported.  The results reveal that a small vertical 
concentration gradient remained one hour into the post-release period.  The slopes of the concentration 
profiles were similar, but concentrations at the higher sensor positions were falling off slightly faster.  This 
indicates that the average vertical concentration gradient was continuing to decrease at this time. 
 The plot of differential pressure included in Figure 19 shows that the pressure increased from zero 
to roughly 0.22 Pa when the flow was initiated.  Since the flow from the opening was primarily air at this 
time, and the volume flow rate through the opening was equal to the helium flow rate, it should be possible 
to predict the pressure increase using the results of the fan test described earlier for the enclosure with a 
single small vent.  Eq. (2) and the parameters included in Table 2 were used.  The result of the calculation 
was ΔP = 0.342 Pa.  This value is over 50 % higher than observed, but it should be kept in mind that the 
fan measurements were recorded for much larger pressure drops, and the curve has been extrapolated down 
into this volume flow rate range. 
 During the helium release the pressure drop across the opening decreased by 0.04 Pa over the hour.  
This pressure change is likely due to two counteracting effects.  The first is the reduction in differential 
pressure associated with decreasing gas density in the garage as the helium concentration builds up.  Sensor 
#4 is located at the same height as the vent in the front face.  Assuming the helium concentration at the vent 
was the same as at sensor #4, the helium volume fraction in the vent at the end of the release was 42.6 % 
(see Table 3).  This means the density of the gas had decreased by 37 %.  According to Eq. (1), the ΔP due 
to the flow should vary with the square root of density.  As a result, a 20 % drop in ΔP is expected as 
compared to when air was flowing through the opening at the start of the release.  When the flow was 
halted, the differential pressure dropped from 0.18 Pa to 0.04 Pa, indicating that the ΔP due to the flow was 
0.14 Pa, which is a 64 % reduction.  The difference suggests that an additional effect was affecting ΔP. 
 The second effect is more subtle.  It becomes evident as the small positive differential pressure 
present following the end of the helium release.  As the helium flowed into the garage the density inside the 
enclosure decreased, creating a vertical hydrostatic pressure difference across the opening between the 
interior and outside.  The pressure difference was positive at the top of the vent and negative at the bottom.  
The total differential pressure change across the opening can be computed as the difference in density times 
the acceleration of gravity times the change in height across the opening.  The result using the helium 
concentration for sensor #4 to determine the interior density is 0.106 Pa.  The small positive differential 
pressure evident during the early post-release period indicates that the pressure sensor was located above 
the neutral plane for this pressure gradient.  As helium was lost from the garage and replaced with air 
during the post-release period, the gas density increased and the remaining hydrostatic pressure difference 
decreased.  Eventually, the differential pressure across the vent fell to zero. 
 A 29.6 L/min (0.000493 m3/s) flow of air was used to sweep remaining helium from the enclosure 
at the end of an experiment.  Figure 22 shows a plot of the differential pressure for 3600-LC-SSV over a 
period from just prior to the start of the air flow until the flow was halted and the baseline recorded.  By 
averaging over brief periods just prior to and after the air flow was stopped, the ΔP due to the air flow was 
determined to be -0.983 Pa.  The predicted value of ΔP using the measured flow rate, Eq. (2), and the 
coefficients in Table 2 is 1.21 Pa.  This value is 23 % higher than observed.  Earlier, it was found that for a 
volume flow rate of 0.000249 m3/s the same approach overestimated ΔP by more than 50 %.  This suggests 
that the predictions become less accurate as ΔP become smaller. 
 Values of measured differential pressure changes for 3600-LC-SSV recorded when the helium flow 
was initiated and halted and when the air flow was halted are summarized in Table 4. 
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Figure 22. The differential pressure is shown for 3600-LC-SSV over the time from just before to just after 
a 29.6 L/min air flow was used to sweep remaining helium from the garage. 

Table 4. Variations in Differential Pressure Associated with Changes in Flow Conditions (ΔP) 
Test Start Helium Flow Halt Helium Flow Halt Air Flow 

3600-LC-SSV 0.22 Pa -0.14 Pa -0.983 Pa 
3600-LC-SLV -- -- -- 
3600-LC-ULV 0.08 Pa -0.55 Pa -0.315 Pa 
3600-LR-SSV 0.23 Pa -0.13 Pa -0.982 Pa 
3600-LR-SLV 0.09 Pa -0.08 Pa -0.360 Pa 
3600-LR-ULV 0.08 Pa -0.55 Pa -0.317 Pa 
3600-UC-SSV 0.23 Pa -0.14 Pa -0.989 Pa 
3600-UC-SLV 0.09 Pa -0.07 Pa -0.368 Pa 
3600-UC-ULV 0.08 Pa -0.50 Pa -0.317 Pa 
14400-LC-SSV 0.025 Pa -0.020 Pa -0.984 Pa 
14400-LC-SLV -- -0.025 Pa -0.363 Pa 
14400-LC-ULV 0.005 Pa -0.085 Pa -0.323 Pa 
14400-LR-SSV 0.025 Pa -0.02 Pa -0.973 Pa 
14400-LR-SLV 0.005 Pa -0.02 Pa -0.363 Pa 
14400-LR-ULV 0.01 Pa -0.09 Pa -0.316 Pa 
14400-UC-SSV -- -0.02 Pa -0.987 Pa 
14400-UC-SLV 0.01 Pa -0.02 Pa -0.373 Pa 
14400-UC-ULV 0.01 Pa -0.09 Pa -0.323 Pa 

 
 Figure 23 shows the concentration profiles for a one hour helium release from the lower center 
position into the garage equipped with a single 3.05 cm × 3.05 cm vent in the front wall.  Sensor #8 was 
located in the same position as for 3600-LC-SSV.  Due to a technical problem, the corresponding 
differential pressure was not recorded and is not shown.  Comparison with the corresponding profiles for 
the enclosure with the single small vent in Figure 19 shows the helium volume percent curves have similar  
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Figure 23. Helium volume percent measurements recorded at eight locations within the ¼-scale garage 
equipped with a single 3.05 cm × 3.05 cm vent are shown for the initial period of a one hour 
helium release near the floor at the center of the garage. 

appearances and magnitudes for the two vent sizes during the release phases.  However, there are apparent 
differences during the post-release phase.  Helium concentrations fall off faster with the larger opening as 
indicated by the lower helium volume percentages present eight hours after the release ended. 
 The general behaviors of the concentration profiles for the two vent sizes are reflected in the 
numerical measures included in Table 3, which show that the helium volume fractions for a given height 
were within 1 % of each other at the ends of the release periods.  The values for the experiment with the 
larger vent are consistently higher (0.2 % or 0.3 %), but the differences are on the order of size of those 
expected due to experimentally observed variations in measured helium flow rates. 
 Even though the helium concentration profiles were very similar for the two vent sizes during the 
helium release periods, the values listed in Table 3 indicate that the times when helium was first detected at 
the various sensors were slightly longer for the larger vent.  This suggests that the initial filling time for the 
enclosure was increased when the larger vent was used. 
 The observed differences in post-release loss of helium from the enclosure were also captured by 
the quantitative measures.  While the maximum observed helium volume percent values for the higher 
positions, sensors #4 to #7, were similar for both vent sizes since they occurred very close to the time the 
helium releases ended, those for the lower sensors were noticeably reduced with the larger vent, suggesting 
a more rapid loss of helium from the garage.  A more rapid loss of helium is also consistent with the shorter 
times at which the maxima were observed at these heights for 3600-LC-SLV.  This is particularly the case 
for sensor #3, for which tv%max dropped from 4800 s to 3610 s. 
 The vent size effect was more pronounced in the measures used to characterize the concentration 
fall off at 7200 s.  The observed helium volume fractions at this time for each of the sensor heights were 
markedly lower with the larger vent.  Most telling are the observed slopes at this time.  The helium 
concentrations were falling at rates more than twice as high for the garage with the larger vent despite the 
fact that the absolute concentrations were smaller at this time. 
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Figure 24. The upper plot shows helium volume percent as a function of time at eight locations for a one 
hour release of helium from the lower center position into the ¼-scale garage with 2.15 cm × 
2.15 cm upper and lower openings in the front face.  The lower plot shows the differential 
pressure across the face. 

 It appears that the primary effect of increasing the vent area by 61 % was to greatly increase the 
loss rate of helium from the enclosure during the post-release period.  The change in vent size had very 
little effect on concentration levels during the helium release, suggesting that very little air entered the 
garage during this time.  Helium lost from the enclosure during this time must be due to helium/air mixture 
flow from the enclosure and not to exchange with the outside air. 
 Figure 24 shows helium concentration temporal profiles for the eight sensor locations (upper plot) 
and the differential pressure (lower plot) for a one hour release of helium into the garage with a front wall 
having two 2.15 cm × 2.15 cm vents located 2.54 cm from the floor and ceiling.  For these measurements 
sensor #8 was located directly above the helium source at the same height as sensor #7, i.e., (x,y,z) = (0.750 
m, 0.750 m, 0.650 m).  Comparison of Figure 24 with Figure 19 and Figure 23 shows that the concentration 
profiles for the seven sensors forming the vertical array had very different temporal profiles than observed 
for the comparable experiments with single vents in the center of the face.  During the helium release 
period the maximum observed concentrations were reduced considerably, and the vertical stratification was 
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Figure 25. Helium volume percent measurements recorded at eight locations within the ¼-scale garage 
equipped with upper and lower 2.15 cm × 2.15 cm vents are shown for the initial period of a 
one hour helium release near the floor at the center of the garage. 

increased as indicated by a larger average concentration gradient.  Unlike for the cases with single central 
vents, significant vertical concentration gradients extended into the upper layer over sensors #5, #6, and #7.  
These conclusions are supported by the values of V%t=3600 included in Table 3 for the three flow conditions.  
These observations suggest that not only were higher helium concentrations flowing from the upper vent, 
but also that some air was entering the enclosure at the lower vent during the release period. 
 The helium volume fractions recorded by sensor #8 just prior to the end of the helium release were 
roughly 1 % higher and showed larger fluctuations than those recorded at the same height by sensor #7 at a 
location outside of the helium plume.  However, the relatively small difference indicates that large amounts 
of air were mixed with the helium released from the burner over the 0.443 m (12.3 burner diameters) 
distance between the helium source and this measurement location.  The large amount of mixing is also 
evident in the initial rise of helium concentration when the release was initiated at 60 s.  Figure 25 shows 
helium concentration plots for the eight locations over the initial seven minutes of the flow.  Helium 
reached sensor #8 within two seconds and quickly attained a plateau volume fraction value of 8.5 %.  Since 
only air was present outside of the plume at this time, this demonstrates that the helium flow along the 
centerline was diluted with air by more than a factor of ten during this initial mixing phase.  It is clear from 
Figure 24 that the centerline helium concentration at sensor #8 continuously increased during the release 
period as helium built up elsewhere in the enclosure. 
 The times when helium was first detected by the various sensors are evident in Figure 25 and are 
quantified in Table 3.  The periods required for the two-vent face were very similar to those observed with 
the single 3.05 cm × 3.05 cm vent.  Since the total vent areas of for these two experiments were similar, this 
suggests that the initial filling time of the enclosure was determined primarily by the total vent area and 
was independent of vent configuration. 
 The data shown in Figure 24 indicates that the helium concentration at sensor #8 dropped 
immediately to a value similar to that at sensor #7 when the helium flow was halted.  As the values of 
V%max included in Table 3 for 3600-LC-ULV indicate, the helium concentrations for each of the sensors on  
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the vertical array began to drop within 20 s following the end of the release.  This behavior is very different 
than observed for the cases with a single vent, for which the concentrations at the lower sensor positions 
continued to increase for significant periods. 
 Comparisons of the helium concentration profiles in Figure 24 with those in Figure 19 and Figure 
23 for the post-release periods show that the helium concentrations fell off much faster when there were 
two vents present.  It is also clear that there was more vertical stratification during the post-release phase 
with the two vents.  Using the values of V%t=7200 included in Table 3 for the two-vent case, it can be shown 
that helium concentration decreased between 54 % and 63 % at the seven sensor locations during the one 
hour period following the end of the release.  The relative decreases were roughly constant for the upper 
four sensor locations, while the relative decreases were somewhat smaller at the lower positions.  In 
contrast, the corresponding decreases at the upper sensor locations were less than 20 %, while the 
concentrations at the lower locations actually increased when the larger single vent was used.  These 
observations, along with the values for V%max, indicate that the helium-air exchange rate between the 
interior and ambient surroundings was much higher for the two-vent case despite the fact that the vent areas 
were comparable. 
 The pressure measurement shown in Figure 24 for the experiment with two vents has a complicated 
time dependence.  When the helium flow was first started there was a barely detectable 0.08 Pa rise in the 
pressure.  This is the pressure increase associated with air flowing from the enclosure as the helium first 
enters.  This value of ΔP can be compared with the corresponding value of 0.22 Pa observed with a single 
2.4 cm × 2.4 cm vent.  The ratio of the two vent areas was 9.25 cm2 to 5.76 cm2.  Based on Eq. (1), ΔP 
should vary as the area of the opening squared, so the ratio for the differential pressures changes can be 
estimated to be 2.6, which compares favorably with the experimental value of 2.8. 
 After the initial rise in differential pressure, it fell slightly for approximately 250 s, approaching 
zero.  At this point it began to increase again, rising to a second maximum of 0.20 Pa approximately 2200 s 
after the start of the helium flow.  At this point the differential pressure began to fall again, reaching a value 
of 0.15 Pa by the time the helium flow was halted at 3660 s.  At this time, the differential pressure 
immediately dropped by 0.55 Pa to -0.40 Pa.  This complicated time dependence is likely due to changes in 
the internal hydrostatic pressure distribution as the helium concentration inside the enclosure increases, 
coupled with the interior pressure increase due to the helium flow into the garage. 
 Since the interior of the garage communicated with the surroundings at two widely spaced vertical 
locations, it was the difference in interior and exterior vertical hydrostatic pressure profiles which drove 
flows into and out the garage.  As a demonstration that hydrostatic pressure variations played an important 
role in the observed differential pressure behavior, the interior vertical pressure distribution was calculated 
immediately following the end of the helium release.  Figure 26 shows plots that provide insights as to how 
this calculation was done.  Recall that the differential pressure gauge is located at a height midway between 
the two vents.  It is expected that a helium/air mixture will flow out of the upper vent and air will flow into 
the lower vent.  Since the vertical helium concentration distribution was available and appeared to be 
independent of horizontal location, it was possible to calculate the density distribution and then use this to 
calculate the relative hydrostatic pressure as a function of height inside the garage.  The left-top portion of 
Figure 26 shows the measured helium volume percent (circles) as a function of height above the floor 
immediately after the helium flow was halted.  In order to estimate the concentration at the ceiling (square), 
it was assumed that the concentration remained constant with height in the upper region.  An estimate for 
the concentration at the floor (square) was obtained from a linear extrapolation using the five lowest 
measured values.  A simple model that assumed two piecewise linear concentration variations with height 
was fit to the vertical values as shown by the line included in the plot.  The helium volume fraction 
distribution was converted to a vertical density profile using the known densities of air and helium at 21 ºC.  
The result is shown in the upper right corner of Figure 26. 
 The relative hydrostatic pressure distribution inside the garage was then determined by numerically 
integrating the product of the density and gravitational acceleration downward from z = 0.75 m to the floor.  
The corresponding distribution exterior to the enclosure was obtained using the constant density for air.  
The lower left panel in Figure 26 shows the resulting relative hydrostatic pressure distributions as a 
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Figure 26. The four plots show height above the floor as a function of helium volume percent immediately 
following the end of helium release for 3600-LC-ULV (upper left), the corresponding density 
plot (upper right), relative vertical hydrostatic pressure difference distributions inside the garage 
and in the ambient (lower left), and the calculated vertical differential pressure distribution with 
the neutral plane located to provide the required differential pressure ratio at the vents (lower 
right). 

function of height.  The maximum difference in relative hydrostatic pressure is 2.13 Pa over the 0.75 m 
distance.  The interior pressure distribution must adjust such that the volumetric flow rates into and out of 
the enclosure are equal in order to prevent the development of absolute pressure differences which would 
inhibit the flows.  Eq. (2) indicates that in order for the flow volumes to match it is necessary for the 
absolute ratios of differential pressure at the vents divided by the local gas densities to be equal.  The 
densities flowing through the upper and lower vents were assumed to be those for the helium mixture at z = 
0.725 m (0.821 kg/m3) and air (1.184 kg/m3) at z = 0.025 cm, respectively, yielding a density ratio of 0.693.  
The calculated difference in hydrostatic pressures between these two heights was 2.01 Pa. 
 In order for the vent flows hypothesized above to have developed, it is necessary that the 
differential pressure be positive at the upper opening and negative at the lower.  This requires that there was 
a location in between where the differential pressure was zero.  This location is often referred to as the 
neutral plane height.  The required location of the neutral plane was determine by calculating values of the 
ratio of differential pressures for the upper and lower vent locations assuming neutral plane heights 
covering the range of heights.  The required ratio of 0.693 for the differential pressures at the upper and 
lower vents was found when the neutral plane was located at z = 0.0495 m.  The lower right-hand panel in 
Figure 26 shows the resulting differential pressure distribution inside the enclosure when the internal 
hydrostatic pressure distribution was shifted to place the neutral plane at this height.  The calculated 
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differential pressure at the measurement height of z = 0.375 m is 0.394 Pa, which is in excellent agreement 
with the experimental value of 0.40 Pa. 
 During the post-release period the negative differential pressure rose as the helium in the garage 
was replaced with air, approaching zero as the helium concentrations fell to zero.  This is consistent with 
the pressure difference at the measurement location being due to the hydrostatic pressure differences 
between the interior helium mixture and the exterior air. 
 Air was used to flush out the remaining helium at the end of the experiment.  The observed value 
of ΔP = -0.315 Pa when the air flow was halted is included in Table 4.  The ratio of ΔP values for 3600-
LC-SSV and 3600-LC-ULV is 2.24, which agrees well with the expected value of 2.4 determined earlier. 
 

3.2.2. One Hour Helium Releases near the Floor at the Rear of the 
 Garage 

 Figure 27 shows a plot of helium concentrations at the eight sensor locations for a one hour helium 
release with the burner located on the floor at the rear of garage at the center of the wall.  The front wall 
was equipped with a single 2.4 cm × 2.4 cm opening.  Sensor #8 was placed at the same height as sensor #1 
near the right rear corner, (x,y) = (141 cm, 134.5 cm).  Comparison of Figure 19 and Figure 27 shows that 
the concentration profiles appear indistinguishable during the release period.  The numerical values in 
Table 3 for 3600-LC-SSV and 3600-LR-SSV confirm the agreement.  All of the values for V%t=3600 and 
V%max fall within 0.1 % for each of the sensor locations.  Values of tinit and tV%max were also similar for the 
two experiments.  The times for the initial detection at a given sensor vary somewhat, but the variations 
appear to be random, and the values for a given sensor generally fall close together. 
 Some systematic differences between these two experiments seemed to appear during the post-
release period.  The values of V%t=7200 for each of the sensors were systematically larger (either 0.2 % or 
0.3 %) for the release in the rear of the garage.  Interestingly, the slopes for the falloffs of the helium 
concentrations were slightly higher at this time for the rear-release case.  These observations suggest that 
the rate of helium loss to the surroundings can vary by small amounts with time. 
 The pressure curves in Figure 19 and Figure 27 are also very similar.  This is reflected by the close 
agreement in the values of differential pressure changes included in Table 4 when the helium flow was 
started and halted for 3600-LC-SSV and 3600-LR-SSV.  The values of ΔP when the air flow was stopped 
also agree well. 
 Temporal profiles of concentration and differential pressure are shown in Figure 28 for a one hour 
release from the lower rear of the garage equipped with a single large vent.  Sensor #8 was located at the 
same lower rear location as for the other single-vent cases discussed thus far.  Due to a computer 
malfunction, only the initial 5208 seconds of the experiment were recorded.  Comparisons with the 
corresponding results for 3600-LC-SSV, 3600-LC-SLV, and 3600-LR-SSV shown in Figure 19, Figure 23, 
and Figure 27 show that the concentration behaviors at the various sensor locations were very similar for 
the helium release phases.  In fact, the quantitative results for V%t=3600 listed in Table 3 indicate that, with 
the exception of 3600-LC-SLV, the helium concentrations measured at the end of the release periods for all 
of the sensor locations agree within 0.2 %, with the vast majority within 0.1%.  As already discussed, 
values for 3600-LC-SLV fell slightly higher, but were still very similar to those observed in the other three 
tests.  The results provide strong evidence that the development of the concentration profiles during one 
hour helium releases with single vents in the center of the front face are independent of the vent area 
(5.76 cm2 and 9.30 cm2) and horizontal release location (20.7 cm above the floor at center and rear of the 
garage). 
 For releases at the lower center position it was found that more helium was lost from the enclosure 
during the post-release period with the larger single vent.  The values of V%max for the eight sensor 
locations are nearly identical for 3600-LC-SLV and 3600-LR-SLV.  The times of the maximum 
concentrations are also very similar with those at sensors #1 and #2 occurring at earlier times as compared 
to 3600-LC-SSV and 3600-LR-SSV.  As for 3600-LC-SLV, the helium concentration for sensor #3 reached 
a maximum very close to the time the helium release ended.  This maximum occurred much later for tests 
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Figure 27. The upper plot shows helium volume percent as a function of time at eight locations for a one 
hour release of helium from the lower rear position into the ¼-scale garage with a single 
centered 2.4 cm × 2.4 cm opening in the front face.  The lower plot shows the differential 
pressure across the face. 

with the smaller vent.  Even though V%t=18000 and V% Slopet=18000 values are unavailable, it is clear that the 
loss of helium from the garage for 3600-LR-SLV is consistent with earlier observations. 
 Pressure data for 3600-LC-SLV was unavailable.  The differential pressure time dependence for 
3600-LR-SLV is included in Figure 28, and the resulting quantitative values are included in Table 4.  Table 
4 also includes the differential pressure drop due to the air flow used to flush the enclosure.  The changes in 
differential pressure when the helium flow was initiated and halted were considerably smaller than when 
the smaller vent was used (compare Figure 28 with Figure 19 and Figure 27 and see quantitative values in 
Table 4).  When the small vent was used the differential pressure rapidly rose to a maximum when the 
helium flow was started and then dropped slowly and nearly linearly as the flow continued.  When the 
helium flow was halted, the pressure difference dropped to a slightly positive value, which then slowly 
decayed with time.  The differential pressure behavior in Figure 28 is different.  Following the initial 
increase when the helium flow was started, the differential pressure remained nearly constant for around  
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Figure 28. The upper plot shows helium volume percent as a function of time at eight locations for a one 
hour release of helium from the lower rear position into the ¼-scale garage with a single 
centered 3.05 cm × 3.05 cm opening in the front face.  The lower plot shows the differential 
pressure across the face.  Data acquisition stopped unexpectedly at 5808 s. 

1800 s before dropping slightly.  When the helium was shut off, the differential pressure dropped to a 
slightly negative value. 
 The total vent areas for the faces with a single large vent and the upper and lower vents are 
nominally identical.  As a result, nearly identical differential pressure drops would be expected due to the 
initial helium and air flows if the flow coefficients were the same.  While the values are similar for both the 
helium and air flows, slightly higher pressure drops were observed for the experiment with two vents.  The 
differences amounted to 12 % to 14 %.  Assuming the flow coefficients were the same for the single- and 
dual-vent faces, these values indicate that the total area for the two-vent system is roughly 6 % larger.  This 
difference exceeds the uncertainties in the vent dimension measurements.  Interestingly, the effective area 
determined by fan tests was also 6 % larger for the two-vent face (see Table 2).  The higher pressure 
exponent for the two-vent face suggests that the difference may be due to different flow coefficients for the 
two faces. 
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Figure 29. The upper plot shows helium volume percent as a function of time at eight locations for a one 
hour release of helium from the lower rear position into the ¼-scale garage with 2.15 cm × 
2.15 cm upper and lower openings in the front face.  The lower plot shows the differential 
pressure across the face. 

 Figure 29 shows helium concentration and differential pressure temporal profiles for a one hour 
helium release at the lower rear location into the garage equipped with the two-vent face.  Sensor #8 was 
located above the release point at the same height as sensor #7.  The times of initial observation of helium 
at the sensor locations included in Table 3 show some variations, but are consistent with the corresponding 
times for 3600-LC-ULV.  The helium concentration profiles during the helium release are similar to those 
in Figure 24 for a release at the lower center of the garage with the same face.  Comparison of the helium 
concentrations measured at the end of the release period included in Table 3 reveals a slight shift in the 
vertical concentration gradients, with the experiment with the lower-center release point having slightly 
higher concentrations in the bottom of the garage and slightly lower concentrations near the ceiling.  Such a 
shift in vertical concentration profiles has not been observed up to now and may be an indication of a slight 
effect of release location on the mixing behavior for this vent configuration. 
 The differential pressure profile in Figure 29 is similar to that shown in Figure 24, however there 
are quantitative differences.  The initial pressure increase due to turning on the helium flow is 0.08 Pa, 
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which is the same as measured with burner at the center.  The differential pressure then fell to near zero 
with a minimum around 275 s following the start of the release before rising to a second maximum of 0.16 
Pa at approximately 2150 s.  This maximum value is slightly less than the 0.20 Pa value observed for the 
center release.  The pressure then fell back to 0.11 Pa by the end of the end of the helium release, which is 
lower by the same amount as compared to the maximum value as observed for the center release.  When 
the helium was turned off the differential pressure dropped to -0.44 Pa for a total change of 0.55 Pa.  The 
total change is identical to that observed for the center release, but again the pressure for the rear release is 
0.04 Pa less than observed with the center release.  As seen in Table 4, the pressure drops due to shutting 
off the air flow were nearly identical for 3600-LR-ULV and 3600-LC-ULV. 
 It was of interest to determine if the 0.04 Pa offset observed between the two experiments during 
and immediately following the helium release was associated with the slightly different measured 
concentration distributions.  The ΔP at the measurement location was calculated for 3600-LR-ULV 
immediately following the end of the helium flow using the same approach described earlier for 3600-LC-
ULV.  The calculated ΔP was -0.407 Pa as compared to the value of -0.395 calculated earlier.  The change 
is in the correct direction, but it is only ¼ of the change observed experimentally.  It must be concluded that 
the source of the small shift in pressure curves between 3600-LC-ULV and 3600-LR-ULV is not fully 
understood. 
 Despite the differences in concentration and differential pressure profiles between the two two-vent 
experiments with lower center and rear releases, the post release behaviors were quite similar.  
Comparisons of the values of V%t=7200 and V% slopet=7200 included in Table 3 for the various sensor heights 
show that the values were nearly identical.  This indicates that the helium volume fraction measurements 
were accurate and that changes in response were not responsible of the small differences in concentration 
observed between the two experiments. 

3.2.3. One Hour Helium Releases near the Ceiling at the Center of the 
 Garage 

 The temporal concentration and differential pressure time profiles recorded during a one hour 
helium release from 2.5 cm below the center of the ceiling are shown in Figure 30 for the garage having a 
single 2.4 cm × 2.4 cm front-wall vent.  Sensor #8 was located in the rear right-hand corner at the same 
height as sensor #1, (x,y,z,) = (141 cm, 134.5 cm, 9.3 cm).  The air flow used to flush the garage was 
started at 26,399 s.  Comparison with the concentration profiles for experiments with releases at the lower 
positions and the same size opening (see Figure 19 and Figure 23) shows that releasing helium near the 
ceiling led to much higher helium concentrations near the ceiling and a greater vertical stratification at the 
end of the release.  These differences are evident when V%t=3600 values for the various sensor locations in 
Table 3 are compared with those for 3600-LC-SSV and 3600-LR-SSV.  For the highest sensor location 
V%t=3600 was increased 23 %, and for the lowest it was decreased by 9 %.  The result is that the average 
vertical concentration gradient was 120 % greater when helium was released near the ceiling of the garage.  
The vertical concentration gradients are non linear.  For the release near the ceiling the gradients were 
largest in the upper portion of the enclosure, while the opposite was the case for releases near the floor. 
 Moving the helium release point from near the floor to near the ceiling also had a large effect on 
the time required for helium to initially reach the various sensor locations.  As can be seen in Table 3, the 
values of tinit were nearly a factor of three longer in the upper region for the release near the ceiling and 
roughly a factor of two longer at lower measurement locations. 
 The observations concerning the effect of release height on helium distribution within the garage 
during the release phase suggest that much less mixing took place with the surrounding gas when the 
helium was released near the ceiling.  This is consistent with the much shorter flow distance the released 
plume traveled before striking the ceiling.  As a result, helium concentrations were higher, which in turn 
created a more stable upper layer that mixed more slowly with the gas below. 
 The pressure plot for 3600-UC-SSV in Figure 30 is subtly different than those for 3600-LC-SSV 
and 3600-LR-SSV discussed earlier.  The differential pressures for all three cases showed a sharp increase 
when the helium flows first started.  The differential pressure then fell roughly linearly until the helium 
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Figure 30. The upper plot shows helium volume percent as a function of time at eight locations for a one 
hour release of helium from the upper center position into the ¼-scale garage with a single 
centered 2.4 cm × 2.4 cm opening in the front face.  The lower plot shows the differential 
pressure across the face. 

flow was stopped.  When the flow was halted, the differential pressure fell to values just above zero for the 
releases near the floor before slowly decaying towards zero.  When the flow was halted for 3600-UC-SSV 
the differential pressure dropped below zero before beginning to recover towards zero.  Despite these minor 
differences in differential pressure behavior, the ΔP values listed in Table 4 for the start and end of the 
helium release are in close agreement with those for the two releases near the floor. 
 Even though the mixing behavior inside the garage during the helium release was strongly affected 
by the release height, the same was not the case for the post-release period once the initial transient period 
has passed.  As seen in Figure 30, when the helium flow was shut off the strong concentration gradients 
began to dissipate as the helium levels at the upper sensor locations dropped and those lower in the garage 
increased.  Within 30 minutes only a mild concentration gradient remained.  Similar behaviors are apparent 
in Figure 19 and Figure 27 for the releases near the floor.  Values of V%max and tV%max in Table 3 provide 
insights into the response of the concentrations to halting the helium flow.  Earlier it was shown for the 
experiments with releases near the floor that the helium concentrations at sensors #4 to #7 began to drop 
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immediately after the flow was shut off, while those lower down continued to rise for periods that increased 
closer to the floor.  At the lowest position nearly 2300 s was required to reach the maximum concentration.  
Somewhat different behaviors were observed for the case with helium release near the ceiling.  At the three 
highest positions, sensors #5 to #7, the helium concentrations continued to increase for brief periods before 
starting to fall, while a considerably longer period (roughly 650 s) was required for sensor #4 to reach its 
maximum value.  At the lower locations 600 s longer periods were required than for the helium releases 
near the floor.  Due to the higher concentration gradients, the ratios of V%max to V%t=3600 for measurement 
positions near the floor were much greater than when helium was released near the floor.  As an example, 
the ratios at sensor #1 were 1.1 for 3600-LC-SSV and 1.26 for 3600-UC-SSV. 
 By 3600 seconds after the end of the release the volume percent change from the sensor #1 to 
sensor #7 locations was only 2.3 % for 3600-UC-SSV.  The comparable changes for the releases near the 
floor were 1.6 % and 1.5 %.  Comparison of the concentration values, V%t=7200, at this time shows that the 
helium volume percents were around 1.9 % higher for the release at the ceiling as compared to those near 
the floor.  This small 5 % increase suggests that slightly more helium was present inside the garage at the 
end of the release near the ceiling.  The results indicate that even though the concentration vertical 
gradients depend strongly on release height, there is only a weak dependence of the total amount of helium 
in the garage at the end of the release on this parameter. 
 Values for the rates of decrease in helium volume percents at 3600 seconds after the ends of the 
releases have similar magnitudes for releases near the floor and ceiling.  These values for 3600-UC-SSV 
are very similar to those for the releases near the floor at the lowest sensor positions and become slightly 
larger with increasing height.  At the sensor #7 location the slope is 18 % larger.  This observations suggest 
that the larger concentrations present at the end of the helium release are still dissipating 3600 seconds after 
the flow was stopped. 
 The air flow used to sweep helium from the garage was initiated before the eight hour period 
following the helium release had expired.  The effect of the air flow is evident in Figure 30, where the 
helium concentrations start to decrease more rapidly at the same time that the differential pressure increase 
due to the air flow appears.  The value of ΔP associated with shutting off the air flow is included in Table 4 
and is in excellent agreement with the corresponding values observed during experiments with the helium 
released near the floor. 
 The temporal concentration and pressure profiles recorded for a one hour helium release at the 
upper-center location in the garage with a single large vent are shown in Figure 31.  Sensor #8 was located 
in the back corner, (x,y) = (141 cm, 134.5 cm) at a height of 9.3 cm.  The concentration profiles that 
developed during the 3600 s helium release are very similar to those recorded with the wall having a single 
small vent (see Figure 30).  Comparison of V%t=3600 values for 3600-UC-SSV and 3600-UC-SLV in Table 
3 shows that measured helium volume percents at the end of the helium release periods were slightly 
smaller (0.2 % to 0.4 %) for the larger vent.  Recall that the corresponding values for helium releases near 
the floor at the center of the garage had differences of similar magnitude, but opposite sign, while those for 
rear releases near the floor were nearly identical.  The changes are so small that it is impossible to identity a 
definite trend beyond the conclusion that the size of the centered vents had minimal effects on helium 
concentration profiles during the release phase. 
 Earlier it was shown that helium concentrations decayed measurably faster when the larger vent 
was used.  The same is true for helium releases at the upper-center location.  The quantitative 
measurements in Table 3 show that for the lower measurement locations the values of V%max and periods 
required, tV%max to reach maxima following the end of the helium release were reduced for 3600-UC-SLV 
as compared to 3600-UC-SSV.  Similar reductions are evident at each of the vertical locations for helium 
concentrations measured 3600 s after the end of the release.  As observed earlier, helium concentration fall 
off rates 3600 s after the end of the helium releases, V% Slopet=7200 are nearly factors of two higher when 
the larger vent is used despite the concentration being somewhat less at this time.  The ratios decrease from 
roughly 1.95 to 1.75 on going from the lowest to highest measurement locations. 
 The vent size had an apparent effect on the differential pressures recorded during the upper helium 
releases with single vents.  Comparison of the profiles in Figure 30 and Figure 31 shows that following the 
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Figure 31. The upper plot shows helium volume percent as a function of time at eight locations for a one 
hour release of helium from the upper center position into the ¼-scale garage with a single 
centered 3.05 cm × 3.05 cm opening in the front face.  The lower plot shows the differential 
pressure across the face. 

initial rise due to the start of the helium flow, the differential pressure began to drop when the small vent 
was used and that it rose when the large vent was employed.  When the helium flow was shut off the 
differential pressure dropped to slightly negative values with the small vent and to a positive pressure of 
higher magnitude with the larger vent.  Similar differences were seen earlier in the shapes of the curves 
using the two vents for releases in the bottom of the garage.  ΔP values at the start and end of the helium 
releases were very similar for 3600-LR-SLV and 3600-UC-SLV (Table 4). 
 The last one hour release case considered is a center release of helium near the ceiling with the 
two-vent face.  Figure 32 shows the temporal concentration and differential pressure profiles.  Sensor #8 
was located just below the ceiling at z = 73.5 cm at a front location that mirrored the position of the vertical 
sensor array, i.e., (x,y) = (112.5 cm, 37.5 cm).  The most notable feature of the concentration profiles is the 
strong helium concentration gradient that developed during the helium release.  Comparison with the 
results with helium releases near the floor with two vents (see Figure 24 and Figure 29) shows that the 
vertical helium concentration profiles differed significantly.  For the releases near floor the helium volume  
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Figure 32. The upper plot shows helium volume percent as a function of time at eight locations for a one 
hour release of helium from the upper center position into the ¼-scale garage with 2.15 cm × 
2.15 cm upper and lower openings in the front face.  The lower plot shows the differential 
pressure across the face. 

fractions were nearly constant in the upper layer and the gradient increased as the distance to the floor was 
reduced.  The opposite was observed for the release near the ceiling, with the concentration and its gradient 
increasing continuously with height.  The highest measured helium volume percent near the ceiling was 11 
% higher for the upper release as compared to the nearly uniform upper-level concentration observed with 
the release near the floor.  Interestingly, at the height of sensor #7 the concentrations were roughly equal, 
with values around 35 %.  For lower measurement heights the concentrations for the upper release were 
smaller.  At the 9.3 cm height the reduction in helium volume fraction was from roughly 17 % to 10 %.  It 
is clear that release location had a large effect on the concentration distribution during the release phase. 
 The concentration profiles for 3600-LC-ULV and 3600-UC-ULV at the end of the releases are 
compared in Figure 33.  Experimental measurements are indicated by solid symbols.  Values at the floor 
and ceiling, estimated by visually extrapolating the experimental measurements to 0 cm and 75 cm,  
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Figure 33. Values of experimental helium volume percents (solid symbols) are plotted as function of 
distance above the floor for 3600-LC-ULV (circle) and 3600-UC-ULV (square).  Estimated 
values at the floor and ceiling are indicated by open symbols. 

respectively, are indicated by open symbols.  A simple vertical integration assuming that the piecewise 
steps are linear provided estimates for the average concentrations within the enclosure.  The resulting 
helium volume fractions were 28.5 % and 22.1 % for the lower and upper releases, respectively.  The 
results show that the amount of the helium in the garage at the end of the release was reduced by nearly 30 
% for the upper release.  Recall that only small changes in helium concentration profiles at the end of the 
releases were observed when upper and lower releases with single vents were compared. 
 Values of tinit included in Table 4 are similar to those observed for the upper release with a single 
vent even though there is some indication that longer periods were required to reach the lowest sensor 
positions. 
 When the helium flow was turned off, the helium concentrations began to fall almost immediately 
at each of the measurement locations, as shown by the values of tV%max included in Table 3.  The fall-off 
rates were much faster at the higher positions, and the relative differences in concentration with height were 
reduced.  Comparison of the helium volume fractions measured 3600 s following the end of the helium 
flow in Table 3 shows that concentrations for 3600-UC-ULV were reduced 19 % to 23 % compared to 
those for 3600-LC-ULV.  The relative differences are reduced somewhat from those at the end of the 
helium release, which is to be expected since helium loss rates from the garage were higher for higher 
concentrations.  This is reflected in the values of V% slopet=7200 included in Table 4, which are 25 % to 30 
% larger for 3600-LC-ULV. 
 The ΔP generated by starting the helium flow was small and comparable in magnitude to those 
observed when the single large-vent and two-vent faces were used in earlier experiments.  Following the 
initial increase, the differential pressure decreased slowly, falling to -0.05 Pa by the end of the release.  
When the helium flow was shut off the differential pressure change was ΔP = -0.50 Pa.  This value is 
slightly less than observed for the releases at the upper center location into the garage equipped with either  
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Figure 34. The upper plot shows helium volume percent as a function of time at eight locations for a four 
hour release of helium from the lower center position into the ¼-scale garage with a single 
centered 2.4 cm × 2.4 cm opening in the front face.  The lower plot shows the differential 
pressure across the face. 

of the two single vents.  This is likely due to the different vertical concentration distribution when two 
vents were used. 
 

3.2.4. Four Hour Helium Releases near the Floor at the Center of the 
 Garage 

 Figure 34 shows concentration and differential pressure temporal profiles for a four hour release of 
helium into the garage equipped with a front wall having a single 2.4 cm × 2.4 cm vent.  Sensor #8 was 
located at the same height as sensor #1 in the right rear corner, (x,y) = (141.0 cm, 134.5 cm).  Comparisons 
with the corresponding case for a one hour release shown in Figure 19 and the quantitative values included 
in Table 3 show that the longer helium release led to concentrations at the end of the release period that 
were lower at the highest measurement position (sensor #7) and higher at the lowest measurement position 
(sensor #1), i.e., the concentration gradient was reduced with the slower release rate.  In order to obtain an 
estimate for the average concentrations in the garage the same approach described above in which the  
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Figure 35. Values of experimental helium volume percents (solid symbols) are plotted as a function of 
distance above the floor for 3600-LC-SSV (circle) and 14400-LC-SSV (square).  Estimated 
values at the floor and ceiling are indicated by open symbols. 

vertical concentration profiles were integrated was used.  Figure 35 shows plots of measured helium 
volume fractions at the end of the two releases at the seven measurement locations along with visually 
extrapolated values for z = 0 cm and z = 75 cm.  The average values obtained from the integration are 
41.3 % and 39.4 % for 3600-LC-SSV and 14400-LC-SSV, respectively.  The average for the shorter 
release time is 5 % greater.  However, based on the measured volume flow rates, the total volume of helium 
entering the garage was also 5 % larger.  This indicates that there was no measureable difference between 
the amount of helium loss from the enclosure during the one hour and four hour releases. 
 As was to be expected, the lower flow volume rate did result in a longer filling time for the garage 
as compared to the one hour release.  Values of tinit for the five highest sensor positions are roughly a factor 
of two larger for 14400-LC-SSV as compared to 3600-LC-SSV.  The value at sensor #1 is roughly 80 % 
greater for the longer release, but the increased uncertainties in determining when the helium volume 
percents initially increase at the lower sensor locations should be kept in mind. 
 At the end of the release period the average vertical concentration gradient between the sensor #1 
and sensor #7 locations was only 35 % as large as that at the end of the corresponding one hour release 
(helium volume fraction of 0.07 %/cm versus helium volume fraction of 0.20 %/cm).  Similar to the one 
hour release, the concentrations at the upper sensor locations began to drop very shortly after the helium 
flow was stopped, while those at sensor #1 to sensor #3 continued to increase.  However, since the initial 
gradients were smaller, the relative increases in concentration were smaller, and the times required to attain 
the maxima were reduced as can be verified by reviewing the results for V%max and tV%max for 14400-LC-
SSV and 3600-LC-SSV in Table 3.  For the one hour release the concentrations at sensors #1 to #3 
continued to increase for 2100 s, 1500 s, and 1200 s after the flow was stopped, while the corresponding 
periods for the four hour release were 730 s, 500 s, and 260 s. 
 Table 3 includes values of helium volume percent, V%t=18000, and the temporal gradient, 
V% Slopet=18000, recorded one hour after the end of the four hour release at each sensor location.  
Comparison with the corresponding values of V%t=3600 shows that the measured helium volume fractions 
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for the four hour release were slightly lower (4 % to 5 %) than those for the one hour release.  These 
differences are comparable to the difference in the amount of helium released between the two tests.  These 
observations suggest that the loss rates of helium from the enclosure were proportionally the same.  This is 
the expected result since the same single-vent face was used.  The helium loss rates for the two tests had 
similar magnitudes, but the rates for 14400-LC-SSV were slightly higher at the lower sensor positions and 
slightly lower at the upper sensor positions.  This may be an indication that the helium concentrations were 
still adjusting to the different vertical distributions that existed at the end of the helium flow. 
 The differential pressure plot in Figure 34 shows that the pressure changes associated with the four 
hour helium release were small and barely detectable due to the noise limit of the detector.  A value of ΔP 
= 0.025 Pa was measured when the helium flow was initiated.  This can be compared with ΔP = 0.22 Pa 
measured for 3600-LC-SSV.  Using Eq. (2) and the value of n = 0.531 from Table 2, the predicted ratio for 
the ΔP values is 15.0, which is considerably higher than the observed ratio of 8.8.  Earlier it was shown that 
Eq. (2) gave poorer agreement with experiment as ΔP became smaller.  This is likely the reason for the 
poor agreement seen here.  During the release the differential pressure remained roughly constant.  When 
the helium was shut off the observed pressure change, ΔP, was slightly smaller as expected since a helium-
air mixture was flowing through the vent.  When air was used to flush the garage, the ΔP measured when 
the air flow was halted was in excellent agreement with other measurements using the same face. 
 Figure 36 shows the results of a four hour release at the center of the garage equipped with the 
single large vent.  Comparison with Figure 35 shows that the helium volume fraction curves have a similar 
appearance during the helium release periods, but that the concentrations at a given height are slightly 
reduced with the larger opening.  These reductions are evident by comparing values of V%t=14400 for the two 
conditions.  By integrating the concentration profiles along the vertical direction in the manner described 
earlier, approximate average volume fractions for the garage were calculated.  The results gave 39.4 % and 
37.1 % for 14400-LC-SSV and 14400-LC-SLV, respectively.  The vent size had an effect on the amount of 
helium loss from the garage for center helium releases near the floor for four hour releases.  Recall that no 
vent-size effect was evident for one hour helium releases near the floor.  Values of tinit for the eight sensors 
in Table 4 are very similar for the two releases except at the sensors #1 and #8 locations, where slightly 
longer periods were required for helium to reach these locations when the larger vent was used.  This 
behavior is different than observed for the one hour releases with single vents for which values of tinit were 
substantially increased when the single vent size was increased. 
 Figure 37 compares the vertical concentration profiles at the ends of the helium releases for 3600-
LC-SLV and 14400-LC-SLV.  These curves were integrated to determine the approximate average helium 
volume fractions for the garage.  The results were 41.6 % and 37.1 %.  The result for the one hour release 
was 12 % higher.  Since the total helium flow volume was only 5 % higher for the one hour release, this 
result provides additional evidence that more helium was loss from the garage during a four hour release 
near the floor with the large vent in place. 
 The differences in the amounts of helium in the garage at the end of the releases carried over into 
the post-release loss of helium from the enclosure.  Comparisons of the helium volume fractions one hour 
after the end of the releases included in Table 3 show that the concentrations were considerably reduced at 
all sensor heights for 14400-LC-SLV as compared to the one hour releases near the floor with single vents 
and to the center four hour release near the floor with the single small vent.  The effect of the increased loss 
of helium during the release is also reflected in the rates of helium loss at t = 18000 s.  Results discussed 
earlier showed that helium loss rates were dependent on the opening size, but did not vary significantly for 
runs with the same face since the average amount of helium present at the end of a release did not depend 
on vent size.  This is not the case for 14400-LC-SLV, for which more helium was loss during the release.  
Comparison of V% Slopet=18000 values for the various sensors indicates that helium loss rates for 14400-LC-
SLV are considerably reduced as compared to those for 3600-LC-SLV.  This is likely due to the fact that 
the helium loss rate from the enclosure decreased as the helium levels fell. 
 Due to a technical problem, the initial 41 minutes of the differential pressure curve shown in Figure 
36 was not recorded.  When the pressure measurements became available during the helium release, a very 
small negative differential pressure was evident.  The ΔP associated with halting the helium flow was on 
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Figure 36. The upper plot shows helium volume percent as a function of time at eight locations for a four 
hour release of helium from the lower center position into the ¼-scale garage with a single 
centered 3.05 cm × 3.05 cm opening in the front face.  The lower plot shows the differential 
pressure across the face. 

the order of – 0.025 Pa.  The ΔP observed when the air flow was halted after sweeping out the remaining 
helium was 0.362 Pa.  This value agrees well with that for 3600-LR-SLV included in Table 4. 
 The concentration and differential pressure profiles for a four hour release into the garage with the 
front face having 2.15 cm × 2.15 cm upper and lower vents are shown in Figure 38.  Sensor #8 was located 
above the release point 65.0 cm from the floor.  Two properties of the time behaviors during the helium 
release stand out.  First, the helium concentrations at the end of the release are much lower than observed 
for the experiments discussed thus far, and second, the concentrations are approaching a steady state after 
four hours, with the profiles having begun to flatten out starting around three hours.  These observations 
indicate that not only was significant helium flowing out of the garage, but that large amounts of air were 
also flowing in during the release.  Recall that this was not the case when single vents were used, with the 
possible exception of 14400-LC-SLV. 
 Comparison of V%t=14400 values at the sensor #7 location confirms that for this upper sensor 
location the helium volume fraction at the end of the helium release was more than a factor of two smaller 
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Figure 37. Values of experimental helium volume percents (solid symbols) are plotted as a function of 
distance above the floor for 3600-LC-SLV (circle) and 14400-LC-SLV (square).  Estimated 
values at the floor and ceiling are indicated by open symbols. 

than recorded for the other tests discussed thus far.  This includes the comparable one hour release with two 
vents.  Interestingly, the periods required for the helium to first reach the sensor locations were nearly 
identical to those for 14400-LC-SLV, which had a comparable vent area.  This indicates that the initial 
filling behavior was not strongly influenced by the vent configuration.  This could have been expected 
since helium concentrations were initially low, and hydrostatic pressure variations large enough to drive 
flows into and out of the garage had not yet developed. 
 As observed for the comparable one hour release, the measurements directly above the release 
point indicated that significant mixing of the helium plume with its surroundings took place between the 
lower release point and the sensor height of 65.0 cm.  The one second averaged concentrations also have 
considerably higher fluctuations inside the buoyant flow than were observed outside of the plume. 
 Either immediately or shortly after the helium flow was shut off after 14400 s, the helium 
concentrations at all seven of the sensor locations began to fall.  After this, there was a rapid decrease in 
helium concentration, and the vertical concentration gradient slowly decreased.  Within an hour, the 
concentrations inside the garage dropped by more than a factor of two in the upper part of the garage and 
slightly less than a factor of two in the lower part as confirmed by comparing V%t=14400 and V%t=18000 values 
in Table 3.  The helium volume percent fall off rates for 14400-LC-ULV had lower values compared to 
those for the corresponding one hour releases with two vents.  This difference tracks the corresponding 
ratios of helium volume fraction at the ends of the helium releases.  The exchange rates at these times were 
dominated by the hydrostatic pressure differences, and these were smaller due to the lower helium 
concentrations that developed during the 4-hour release. 
 The differential pressure behavior shown in Figure 38 also reflects the dominance of 
hydrostatically-induced pressure flows for this case.  When the helium flow was initiated, the ΔP was just 
barely detectable in the noise.  The differential pressure dropped slowly to a value of roughly -0.055 Pa by 
the end of the helium release.  When the helium flow was shut off, the pressure dropped abruptly by ΔP =   
-0.085 Pa to -0.14 Pa.  As can be seen in Table 4, this ΔP was more than a factor of five smaller than those 
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Figure 38. The upper plot shows helium volume percent as a function of time at eight locations for a four 
hour release of helium from the lower center position into the ¼-scale garage with 2.15 cm × 
2.15 cm upper and lower openings in the front face.  The lower plot shows the differential 
pressure across the face. 

observed for the one hour flows with the two-vent face.  The vertical concentration profile was used to 
calculate density and hydrostatic pressure profiles in the manner described earlier.  Using the same 
assumptions, the required differential pressure ratio between the top and bottom vents was calculated to be 
0.853.  When the differential pressure was adjusted to match this pressure ratio, the value at z = 37.5 cm 
was -0.132 Pa.  This is close to the measured value of -0.14 Pa and confirms the dominance of hydrostatic 
pressure differences in the observed differential pressure measurements and in the observed high helium 
loss rates for the experiments with two vents.  When the garage was flushed the air, the measured ΔP was   
-0.323 Pa when the flow was shut off.  This value agrees well with others in Table 4 for experiments with 
the two-vent face. 
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Figure 39. The upper plot shows helium volume percent as a function of time at eight locations for a four 
hour release of helium from the lower rear position into the ¼-scale garage with a single 
centered 2.4 cm × 2.4 cm opening in the front face.  The lower plot shows the differential 
pressure across the face. 

 
3.2.5. Four Hour Helium Releases near the Floor at the Rear of the 

 Garage 
 Figure 39 shows the concentration and differential pressure time profiles for the release point 
centered at the lower rear position and the garage equipped with the single small vent.  Sensor #8 was 
placed 9.3 cm above the floor at the same lower right-rear location as for the other single-vent cases.  The 
concentration profiles for the eight sensor locations appear similar to those recorded for 14400-LC-SSV 
(see Figure 34).  However, comparison of the V%t=14400 values included in Table 3 shows that all of the 
concentrations at the end of the rear release had helium volume fractions which were about 0.008 less than 
the corresponding values for the center release.  This difference between front and rear releases is larger 
than observed for any of the other cases where center and rear lower releases were compared for the same 
release time and vent sizes.  No obvious reason for the difference has been identified.  It remains unclear if 
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the shift in concentration profiles was due to moving the helium release point or to some variation in the 
test system or condition. 
 The values of tinit included in Table 4 for 14400-LR-SSV were similar to those observed for 14400-
LC-SSV.  The differences that appeared in the concentration profiles were apparently not manifested in the 
initial mixing behavior. 
 The concentration responses immediately following the end of the helium release were consistent 
with those already described for cases with single vents.  The concentrations at sensors #4 to #7 either 
began to fall immediately or very shortly afterwards.  Helium volume fractions continued to rise at the 
lower sensor locations, with the time required to reach a maximum increasing as the height decreased.  
Each tV%max at the lower positions was slightly larger for 14400-LC-SSV as compared to 14400-LR-SSV, 
reflecting the slight difference in concentrations at the end of the release period. 
 The difference in V%t=14400 between the center and rear releases carried over into the concentrations 
present one hour after the helium flow stopped.  The helium volume fractions for each sensor location were 
either 0.006 or 0.007 lower for the rear-release position.  On the other hand, the helium volume percent fall 
off rates were very similar for these two flows, which indicates that the small observed concentration 
differences did not significantly affect the rate of exchange of the inside helium-air mixture and the outside 
air. 
 The differential pressure changes in Figure 39 are very small.  Following a 0.025 Pa increase as the 
helium flow started (see Table 4), the differential pressure increased slightly throughout the helium release 
period.  When the helium was shut off at t = 14400 s the differential pressure fell by 0.020 Pa to a slightly 
positive value.  The differential pressure curves for the center release in Figure 34 did not rise as much 
during the release phase, but the ΔP values associated with the beginning and end of the helium flow were 
of comparable magnitudes since the same vent size and helium volume flow rate were used.  The ΔP =            
-0.363 Pa measured when the air flow was shut off is comparable to other measurements with the single 
small vent. 
 The experimental results with the single 3.05 cm × 3.05 cm vent for the four hour rear release are 
shown in Figure 40.  Once again sensor #8 was placed near the rear wall at the same height as sensor #1. 
The concentration profiles appear very similar to those in Figure 36 for the corresponding release at the 
lower center position.  Comparison of V%t=14400 values for the eight sensor locations shows that the values 
for 14400-LC-SLV and 14400-LR-SLV were nearly identical.  The differences in helium volume fraction 
for sensors #6 and #7 were -0.002 and -0.03.  For the other sensors the differences were either -0.001 or 
zero.  The close agreement between these two experiments suggests that the somewhat larger differences 
observed between 14400-LC-SSV and 14400-LR-SSV were the result of some systematic difference in the 
experiment and not the result of moving the release location from the center to rear location.  As observed 
for the center release, the helium concentrations at the end of the lower-rear helium release were somewhat 
reduced when the larger vent was used, suggesting that some air was exchanged with the outside during the 
release period. 
 The values of tinit in Table 4 show that the times of initial helium detection were similar to those 
observed for the comparable center release, with some scatter.  As for other similar comparisons, the 
periods required for initial helium detection at a given sensor were considerably longer than observed for 
14400-LR-SSV. 
 The post-release concentration behaviors are consistent with earlier observations.  Immediately 
following the end of the release the helium concentrations at sensors #4 to #7 began to drop, while those at 
the lower locations continued to rise for short periods.  Both V%max and tV%max at a given sensor were 
reduced as compared to 14400-LR-SSV.  However, the values were similar to those for 14400-LC-SLV, 
indicating a minimal effect of release location on post-release mixing. 
 The differential pressure increase when the helium flow was halted is barely discernible at ΔP = 
0.005 Pa.  A similar value was observed during 14400-LC-ULV, which had nearly the same total vent area.  
When the helium was shut off, the differential pressure dropped 0.02 Pa and then rose slowly back to zero 
as the helium concentration inside the garage dropped. 
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Figure 40. The upper plot shows helium volume percent as a function of time at eight locations for a four 
hour release of helium from the lower rear position into the ¼-scale garage with a single 
centered 3.05 cm × 3.05 cm opening in the front face.  The lower plot shows the differential 
pressure across the face. 

 The results for a rear-release near the floor into the garage equipped with the two-vent front wall 
are shown in Figure 41.  The concentration profiles for the eight sensor locations were very similar to those 
for 14400-LC-ULV.  A sensor-by-sensor comparison of V%t=14400 values shows that measured helium 
volume fractions at the end of the release were slightly lower (0.002 or 0.003) for the release in the rear.  
As discussed earlier, it is not possible to determine if this was due to experimental uncertainty or the 
change in helium release location.  Values of tinit listed in Table 3 for the eight sensor locations show some 
variations, but fall close to each other.  Once again, the location of the release point in the lower part of the 
garage had little or no effect on the development of the helium concentration field during the helium 
release. 
 At the one hour point following the end of the helium release, the helium concentrations had fallen 
off by roughly one half from their maximum values.  Values of V%t=18000 still had a significant vertical 
gradient.  Quantitative comparison with the corresponding results for 14400-LC-ULV indicates that nearly 
all of the helium volume fractions agreed within 0.001, with the rear-release results being lower.  The 
differences are reduced somewhat compared to V%t=14400.  Interestingly, the fall off rates included in  
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Figure 41. The upper plot shows helium volume percent as a function of time at eight locations for a four 
hour release of helium from the lower rear position into the ¼-scale garage with 2.15 cm × 2.15 
cm upper and lower openings in the front face.  The lower plot shows the differential pressure 
across the face. 

Table 3 were slightly lower for the rear-release location, which provides an explanation for why the values 
of V%t=14400 moved closer together. 
 The differential pressure behavior for the rear release was very similar to that for the center release 
shown in Figure 38.  Following a roughly ΔP = 0.1 Pa (see Table 4) increase when the helium flow was 
initiated, the differential pressure decreased roughly -0.06 Pa by the end of the release period.  When the 
helium flow was stopped, the differential pressure dropped lower by ΔP = -0.09 Pa.  These behaviors are in 
good quantitative agreement with those seen for 14400-LC-ULV.  The value of ΔP = -0.316 Pa measured 
when the air flow was turned off agrees well with similar measurement in Table 4 when this face was used. 
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Figure 42. The upper plot shows helium volume percent as a function of time at eight locations for a four 
hour release of helium from the upper center position into the ¼-scale garage with a single 
centered 2.4 cm × 2.4 cm opening in the front face.  The lower plot shows the differential 
pressure across the face. 

3.2.6. Four Hour Helium Releases near the Ceiling at the Center of the 
 Garage 

 The helium concentration and differential pressure time profiles for the garage with the single 
small vent are shown in Figure 42 for a four hour helium release near the ceiling.  Sensor #8 was located at 
the 9.3 cm height near the rear wall on the right side.  The maximum helium volume fractions at the end of 
the helium release were of the same order of magnitude as for the releases near the floor (compare with 
Figure 34 and Figure 39) with the same face.  Close inspection reveals that the average concentration 
gradient is slightly higher for the release near the ceiling and that the locations of the largest concentration 
gradients (near the ceiling for 14400-UC-SSV and near the floor for 14400-LC-SSV and 14400-LR-SSV) 
are reversed.  The differences are confirmed by the quantitative values listed in Table 3.  These 
observations are similar to those for the one hour releases, but the gradients were considerably reduced.  
For the one hour release the average vertical gradient between sensors #1 and #7 at the end of the helium  
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Figure 43. Values of experimental helium volume percents (solid symbols) are plotted as a function of 
distance above the floor for 14400-LC-SSV (circle) and 14400-UC-SSV (square).  Estimated 
values at the floor and ceiling are indicated by open symbols. 

release increased by 120 % when the release location was moved from near the floor to near the ceiling.  
The increase for the four hour release was only 40 %. 
 Values of V%t=14400 for the lower-center and upper-center releases are plotted in Figure 43 along 
with extrapolated values at the ceiling and floor.  When these sets of data were integrated, average helium 
volume fractions of 0.394 and 0.392 were calculated for 14400-LC-SSV and 14400-UC-SSV, respectively.  
These results show that even though the release location had an effect on the concentration distribution at 
the end of the release period, the total amount of helium inside the garage was independent of this 
parameter when the single small vent was used. 
 Earlier comparisons showed that moving the helium release location from near the floor to near the 
ceiling for one hour releases substantially increased the period required for helium to reach the various 
sensor heights.  The data in Table 3 indicates similar increases in tinit for the four hour releases with the 
small vent.  Increases near the ceiling were on the order of a factor of three while those closer to the floor 
were on the order of two. 
 Similar to the observations for the corresponding one hour helium release near the ceiling, helium 
concentrations at all of the sensor locations continued to increase during the early portion of the post-
release period.  As indicated by the values of tV%max in Table 3, the increases were of fairly short duration 
near the ceiling and somewhat longer closer to the floor.  Comparison of tV%max values shows that the 
periods following the end of a release were somewhat shorter near the floor and somewhat longer near the 
ceiling for the four hour release as compared to the one hour release. 
 Due to the differences in concentration distributions, the redistribution of the concentration profile 
following the end of the helium release was larger for the upper helium release location as compared to 
those at the lower positions, but the concentrations for all of the sensor locations approached a common 
concentration.  By one hour following the end of the release, helium concentrations, V%t=18000, were nearly 
identical for 14400-UC-SSV and 14400-LC-SSV as seen in Table 3.  Comparison of the fall-off rates at 
these times shows that those for 14400-UC-SSV were slower by about 10 %. 
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Figure 44. The upper plot shows helium volume percent as a function of time at eight locations for a four 
hour release of helium from the upper center position into the ¼-scale garage with a single 
centered 3.05 cm × 3.05 cm opening in the front face.  The lower plot shows the differential 
pressure across the face. 

 The differential pressure plot was too noisy to determine a value of ΔP when the helium flow was 
initiated.  However, as evident in Figure 42, the pressure drop when the helium flow was stopped could be 
estimated as ΔP = -0.025 Pa, which is close to the corresponding value for 14400-LC-SSV.  The ΔP = 
-0.987 Pa associated with halting the air flow was in good agreement with others recorded for the garage 
with a single small vent. 
 Helium concentration and differential pressure measurements with the front wall containing the 
single large vent confirm many of the observations discussed earlier.  The data are plotted in Figure 44, and 
the numerical values are included in Table 3.  Sensor #8 was located at the same location in the lower-right 
rear as for the other single vent experiments.  Note that the air flow used to flush the garage was started at 
33,110 s for this experiment.  The helium volume fraction curves have similar appearances to those for the 
four hour release near the ceiling with the small vent.  However, the maximum volume fractions were 
reduced somewhat at all sensor heights, indicating that more air infiltrated into the garage from outside 
when the larger vent was used.  This agrees with the conclusion from four hour releases near the floor with 
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the same front walls.  The vertical concentration profiles differ somewhat from those for which helium was 
released near the floor, with higher concentrations near the ceiling and somewhat lower values near the 
floor.  This agrees with similar comparisons for both one hour and four hour releases.  The vertical 
concentration profiles for 14400-LC-SLV and 14400-UC-SLV were integrated to obtain spatially-averaged 
helium volume fractions of 0.370 and 0.374.  It is unclear whether the small difference is significant or not, 
but it is safe to say that the helium release height did not have a large effect on the average concentrations 
of helium present in the enclosure at the end of the releases. 
 The post-release concentration behavior was also similar to that observed earlier.  Consistent with 
the data for 14400-UC-SSV, following the shut off of the helium flow, the concentrations at all of the 
sensor locations continued to rise.  At the highest sensor locations, the increases only took place for short 
periods before the concentrations began to decrease, while longer periods were required closer to the floor.  
In general, the times to reach the concentration maxima, tV%max, were shortened significantly as compared to 
14400-UC-SSV. 
 Helium volume fractions one hour after the end of the helium release were considerably reduced 
for the release with the larger vent in the front face as compared to those with the smaller vent.  On the 
other hand, the helium volume fractions at all of the sensor locations were only slightly higher (generally 
by 0.003) for 14400-UC-SLV as compared to 14400-LC-SLV.  The small differences are similar to those 
seen in the concentration profiles at the ends of the helium releases for these two cases.  Values of 
V% Slopet=18000 listed in Table 3 are roughly 40 % higher for 14400-UC-SLV as compared to 14400-UC-
SSV.  When the values for 14400-UC-SLV are compared with those for 14400-LC-SLV, the former are 
found to be slightly larger (order of 7 %) for all of the sensor locations.  These differences may reflect the 
slightly higher helium volume fractions observed for the release near the ceiling or may be due to small 
systematic differences similar to those that have shown up in other such comparisons. 
 The differential pressure plot included in Figure 44 shows that changes were very small with the 
large single vent.  For some reason, there was less noise in these measurements as compared to 14400-UC-
SSV, and it was possible to estimate ΔP as 0.01 Pa when the helium flow was started.  As evident in the 
figure, the differential pressure rose slightly during the release, reaching a value of roughly 0.04 Pa by the 
time the flow was halted.  At his point, the pressure dropped by ΔP = -0.2 Pa.  Afterwards, the differential 
pressure dropped towards zero as the helium concentration inside the garage fell.  The pressure drop that 
resulted from halting the air flow used to sweep helium from the garage was ΔP = -0.373 Pa, which is very 
close to other measurements with the single large vent. 
 The last experiment considered is a four hour helium release from the upper-center location into the 
garage equipped with upper and lower vents.  Figure 45 shows the helium volume fraction and differential 
pressure time profiles.  Sensor #8 was located at a height of 73.5 cm at the center of the right-front quadrant 
of the garage.  The concentration profiles have shapes similar to those observed for the four hour releases at 
the lower locations with the same front wall.  The helium volume fractions initially increased rapidly 
during the first hour and a half of the release period and then began to level off.  At the end of the helium 
release the concentrations were still increasing slowly.  The values of V%t=14400 were somewhat lower than 
those observed for the four hour releases at lower locations with the same wall over most of the height of 
the garage.  Figure 46 compares V%t=14400 values as a function of height for 14400-LC-ULV and 14400-
UC-ULV.  Note that the value for sensor #8 for 14400-UC-ULV, which was located just below the ceiling 
on the opposite side of the garage from the vertical sensor array, for the upper release is consistent with the 
extrapolated value at the ceiling.  The vertical profiles were integrated in the way described earlier and 
average helium volume fractions of 13.6 % and 11.8 % were calculated for the lower and upper release 
locations, respectively.  Roughly 13 % more helium was lost from the enclosure during the release near the 
ceiling.  This is consistent with the higher helium volume percent at this height for the release near the 
ceiling. 
 Figure 33 shows a plot of V%t=14400 versus height for the comparable experiments using a one hour 
release of helium.  While the helium concentrations were significantly higher for the one hour release, the 
relative vertical variations had similar shapes.  For the one hour release it was estimated that nearly 30 % 
more helium was lost during the release near the ceiling. 
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Figure 45. The upper plot shows helium volume percent as a function of time at eight locations for a four 
hour release of helium from the upper center position into the ¼-scale garage with 2.15 cm × 
2.15 cm upper and lower openings in the front face.  The lower plot shows the differential 
pressure across the face. 

 As observed for other release periods and locations, the times for initial detection of helium 
following the start of a release were very similar when the two-vent and single large vent walls were used.  
The periods for the single small vent were considerably longer at lower positions.  These results provide 
additional confirmation that the initial filling behavior is dependent on the total vent area and not the vent 
locations. 
 At the end of the helium release period there were substantial vertical concentration gradients when 
the two-vent wall was used.  The values of tV%max in Table 3 show that the helium concentrations continued 
to rise for short periods at each sensor location, but after this the helium volume percents began to fall, and 
the vertical concentration gradient began to decrease.  Within an hour the helium concentration in the 
garage had decreased substantially more than observed for the single vents.  The largest relative change 
was at the upper sensor locations.  The helium volume fractions observed for this experiment were the 
lowest observed during the test series.  This likely reflects the lower concentrations present at the end of the 
release period as compared to those for releases nearer the floor.  Comparison of the V% Slopet=18000 values 
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Figure 46. Values of experimental helium volume percents (solid symbols) are plotted as a function of 
distance above the floor for 14400-LC-ULV (circle) and 14400-UC-ULV (square).  Estimated 
values at the floor and ceiling are indicated by open symbols. 

for 14400-LC-ULV and 14400-UC-ULV reveals that the helium loss rates increased with height, and that 
the rates were substantially higher for the release near the floor.  The latter observation reflects the strong 
dependence of the helium loss rate from the garage on the average concentration within the garage. 
 The differential pressure data shown in Figure 45 shows that the pressure continuously fell and 
became negative following an initial pressure rise of ΔP = 0.01 Pa (see Table 4) when the helium flow was 
initiated.  By the end of the four hour release the differential pressure had dropped to -0.09 Pa.  When the 
helium flow was stopped, there was an additional drop of ΔP = -0.09 Pa.  The negative pressure difference 
began to dissipate as helium was lost from the garage during the post-release period and approached zero as 
the air concentration within the garage neared 100 %.  The value of ΔP recorded when the air flow used to 
sweep helium from the enclosure was shut off was in good agreement with the other experiments in which 
the two-vent wall was used (see Table 4). 
 

4. Discussion 
 
 An extensive series of measurements of concentration vertical profiles and differential pressure 
measurements have been provided that yield insights into the mixing behavior when buoyant plumes are 
released into partially enclosed spaces, such as garages, having idealized openings with total areas typical 
of those found in the real world.  Parameters varied include vent size, number, and location, helium release 
rate, and helium release location. 
 The findings can be generalized as follow: 
 

1. For sensors well removed from the helium plume, initial helium detection occurred at the highest 
sensor location with subsequent detection taking place sequentially from higher to lower sensors. 
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2. The periods required for initial detection of helium at the various sensors following the start of a 
release at a given location increased with the area of the vent(s), but was independent of vent 
number and location. 

3. The periods required for initial detection of helium were reduced near the top of the garage and 
increased nearer the floor when the helium was released near the ceiling as compared to near the 
floor. 

4. Over most of the volume of the garage helium concentration gradients in horizontal planes were 
minimal and could be neglected. 

5. Changing the release location from the lower center to the lower rear position had minimal effects 
on helium concentration profiles and time behavior. 

6. For the one hour releases, the helium concentrations present at the end of a release were 
independent of the vent area for the two single vents used. 

7. For the four hour releases, the helium concentrations at the end of a release were reduced by 
small fractions when the single large vent was used compared to experiments with the small vent. 

8. Higher fractions of released helium were lost from the garage equipped with a given single vent 
during four hour releases as compared to one hour releases. 

9. Moving the release point from near the floor to near the ceiling substantially modified the vertical 
concentration distributions present at the end of a release, resulting in higher average vertical 
helium volume fraction gradients. 

10. Moving the release point from the near the floor to near the ceiling did not substantially modify 
the average concentration of helium at the end of a release in the garage for experiments with 
single centered vents, but led to a substantial reductions when two vertically separated vents were 
used. 

11. The presence of two, vertically well separated vents substantially reduced the amount of helium 
within the enclosure and increased the vertical concentration gradients present at the end of the 
release period, as compared to experiments with single vents. 

12. Helium exchange rates with the ambient surroundings during the post-release periods were 
roughly a factor of two higher for experiments with the large single vent as compared to those 
with the small single vent (area ratio = 1.6). 

13. Helium exchange rates with the ambient surroundings during the post-release periods were many 
times higher for cases with two vertically separated vents as compared to those with a single 
centered vent having nominally the same total area. 

14. Fits to the fan tests failed to predict accurately the small pressure increases due to gas volume 
flow rate flows that were much smaller than those used in the fan tests. 

15. Differential pressures measured between the inside and outside of the garage equipped with upper 
and lower vents immediately following the end of a helium release were predicted well by a 
model that accounted for differences in the hydrostatic pressure profiles inside and outside due to 
different vertical density profiles and balanced the pressure drops at the vents due the resulting 
induced flows. 

16. In the absence of counteracting processes, molecular diffusion smoothed out vertical 
concentration gradients in periods on the order of one hour. 

 
 Even though the behaviors summarized above are fairly complex, they can be qualitatively 
understood by considering the competitions between various processes taking place within and exterior to 
the garage during the experiments.  These processes include the flow through an opening induced by a 
pressure difference across the opening, flows generated by buoyancy differences, the entrainment and 
mixing behavior of flowing fluid, hydrostatic pressure differences, and mixing due to molecular diffusion. 
 Consider the case of a helium release into the garage of the type studied here.  When the helium 
flow is initiated near the floor, the released fluid immediately begins to accelerate upward due to the force 
created by the large density difference between helium and air.  The rising helium starts mixing with 
surrounding fluid, which is pure air when the flow is first started.  The mixing is due to several 
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mechanisms.  At the molecular level, mixing results from molecular diffusion.  The flowing helium 
generates a low pressure region that pulls air toward and into the upward flowing plume and increases the 
concentration gradients, resulting in increased molecular mixing.  The flow also becomes unstable and 
develops large-scale vortical motions that can engulf additional ambient fluid and substantially increase the 
entrainment and mixing rates.  Measurements discussed earlier showed that when the initial flow reached a 
height of 65.0 cm, a flow distance 44.3 cm, the helium concentration had already dropped by a factor of 12. 
(e.g., see Figure 25). 
 When the buoyancy-driven flow reaches the ceiling its momentum causes the flow to change 
direction and begin to spread out over the ceiling in the form of a ceiling jet.  A similar flow turning takes 
place when the ceiling jet reaches the walls.  This turning results in a downward flow of the fluid, but in 
this case the flow is moving into a region of higher density and begins to decelerate and eventually stops.  
The results of these flow behaviors is that a stable layer of light gas forms near the ceiling and begins to 
move downward as more and more fluid enters from below.  The experimental findings show that over 
most of the enclosure volume the upper-layer mixture is laterally uniform.  The growth of the ceiling layer 
is therefore similar to the filling of a container with water. 
 If the flows discussed above were the only processes affecting the upper layer it might be expected 
that the area would be a well mixed region having a sharp interface with the fluid below.  However, there 
are two mixing processes that tend to mix the upper and lower layers.  The first is molecular diffusion, 
which smears out the sharp interface and, transports fluid from the lower density upper layer into the higher 
density lower layer.  The second mixing process is due to a flow that can develop as a result of entrainment 
by the buoyant plume.  The flow that develops due to the lower density of the released helium lowers the 
local pressure of the gas within the plume.  As a result, a low-speed flow develops that entrains surrounding 
gas into the buoyant plume.  For a buoyancy-induced flow in the open the entrained flow tends to be a 
horizontal flow into the plume.  However, for a partially closed environment with small openings, such as a 
garage, the entrainment creates pressure forces that lead to the development of a low speed recirculation 
throughout large volumes of the space that can transport fluid from the upper layer to the lower layer.  In a 
completely closed system the recirculation flow must develop, while in a partially closed system it is 
possible that the required entrainment flow can be developed by partially or entirely balancing flows into 
and out of the space at different locations. 
 The introduction of a gas flow into the partially enclosed space results in a pressure increase within 
the space.  Since the pressure outside of the enclosure is assumed to be unchanged, this requires that 
pressure differences develop across any openings connecting the inside and outside of the enclosure and, as 
a result, flows develop through the vents that counteract the pressure buildup due the volume of the 
introduced gas.  Since the flow rates through an opening increase with differential pressure, a balance is 
eventually reached in which the volume of gas flowing out of the space is matched by a pressure difference 
between the interior and exterior that equals the pressure drops induced by any flows through the openings.  
For the cases studied here, the resulting differential pressures were small, and the balancing of pressure and 
flow was rapid. 
 The role of hydrostatic pressure differences in generating flows between the interior and exterior of 
the garage has already been discussed.  The differential pressure differences can be substantial when the 
relevant vertical distances and the density differences between interior and exterior are large.  For the wall 
with two vents studied here, the pressure differences between the interior and exterior due to hydrostatic 
pressure variations are sufficient to create flows that significantly accelerate the removal of helium from the 
garage as compared to cases with a single opening having the same nominal open area. 
 The observation that the average helium concentrations within the garage at the end of a release 
were unchanged when the single small vent was used for one- and four hour releases indicates that there 
was no outside air entering the enclosure during the release and that gas exchange with the exterior was 
unidirectional.  The same seems to have been true for the one hour releases with a single large vent.  
Interestingly, when the release period was increased to four hour for the cases with a single large vent, 
some air apparently entered the garage during the release period since the average helium concentrations in 
the garage at the conclusion of the releases were reduced compared to comparable experiments with the 
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single small vent.  This suggests that the vent flow induced by the in-flow of helium for the four hour 
release did not have sufficient velocity to prevent some backflow of air through the large vent.  The 
backflow could have been due to molecular diffusion or the small hydrostatic pressure difference between 
the interior and exterior expected to develop over the height of the opening. 
 It is evident that when vents were located near the top and bottom of the front wall that hydrostatic 
pressure differences developed that were sufficient to overcome the positive pressure associated with the 
helium flow into the garage, and significant amounts of air flowed into the garage through the bottom vent.  
The differential pressure increased with time as the helium concentration built up.  The near leveling off of 
the helium concentrations with time for the four hour releases with the two-vent front wall suggests that the 
volume of the in-flow of air through the lower vent was nearly balanced by the volume flow of the 
helium/air mixture introduced into the garage. 
 Very minor differences were observed when the release point near the floor was moved from the 
center of the garage to a position near the rear wall.  This indicates that the entrainment behavior of the 
buoyancy-induced plume and the development of the stable upper layer were not sensitive to lateral release 
locations. 
 Significant changes in the helium vertical concentration distributions were observed when the 
release point was moved from near the floor to near the ceiling.  One reason for this was that the gas 
flowing into the upper layer had higher helium concentrations since the distance that the buoyancy-induced 
plume traveled before striking the ceiling, and thus the amounts of air and lower-helium concentration 
helium/air mixture entrained, was significantly reduced.  Since the buoyancy-induced flow was not passing 
through the lower part of the enclosure, it was no longer necessary for a large-scale recirculation pattern 
transporting low density fluid from near the ceiling into the lower part of the enclosure to develop.  Note 
that these mechanisms also explain why the periods required for first helium detection were shortened for 
sensors near the ceiling and increased for sensors near the floor. 
 Average concentrations in the garage were unchanged with the helium release height for 
experiments with single vents even though the vertical concentration gradients were very different.  This 
observation suggests that the total amount of helium that flowed from the enclosure during a release due to 
the induced pressure associated with the helium flow did not change.  In turn, this suggests that the average 
concentration of helium flowing through the exit vent was the same. 
 In contrast, the average helium concentrations within the garage at the end of a release were 
significantly reduced when the upper-release location with a two-vent front wall was used as compared to 
releases near the floor.  The likely reason for this is that the helium volume fraction in the layer near the 
ceiling, and thus in the gas flowing through the upper vent, was higher.  As a result more helium flowed 
from the enclosure, while the air that entered near the floor at the same time did not move upward as 
quickly. 
 During the post-release period the pressure differences due to the helium in-flow were no longer 
present and the buoyancy-driven flow depositing high helium concentrations near the ceiling rapidly died 
away.  As a result, it was to be expected that molecular diffusion would have begun to dissipate the vertical 
concentration gradients.  On the other hand, any air that entered the enclosure sank towards the floor while 
mixing with the surrounding gas.  This process would have tended to lower the helium concentration in the 
lower part of the enclosure and could have counteracted the effects of molecular diffusion.  It was 
experimentally observed that when single vents were used the concentration gradients present at the end of 
helium release tended to dissipate fairly rapidly, but that small residual concentration gradients were 
present for much longer periods.  These observations indicate that the rates of air inflow through either of 
the two sizes of single vent were relatively slow as compared to the time required for molecular diffusion to 
smooth out the vertical concentration gradients. 
 The gas exchange rates between the interior and exterior during the post-release period were 
observed to be roughly two times higher for the large vent as compared to the small vent.  If molecular 
diffusion alone was responsible, it would have been expected that the exchange rates would have depended 
only on the area ratio of 1.6.  The higher ratio is an indication that the higher differential pressure 
difference associated with the increased height of the larger vent augmented the flow of air into the garage. 
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 When cases with two-vents were compared with those for single vents, gas exchange rates between 
the interior and exterior were many times higher.  Furthermore, the vertical concentration gradients for a 
given helium concentration level were considerably higher than when single vents were used.  These 
observations demonstrate that the exchanges were dominated by the flows through two vents that 
developed due to hydrostatic pressure differences between the interior and exterior.  Since primarily air 
entered the vent near the floor and high-concentration helium gas exited near the ceiling, the vertical 
concentration gradients were maintained. 
 When the release location was moved from near the floor to near the ceiling, the effects of the 
hydrostatically-induced pressure differences were enhanced since the helium concentration gradients were 
larger. 
 The conditions studied here were extremes.  Clearly in the real world, a continuum of conditions is 
possible.  Which of the various physical processes dominate a particular release at a particular time will 
clearly vary depending on such properties as release rate, release location, total vent area, and vent 
distribution. 
 Thus far it has been tacitly assumed that the environmental conditions outside of the garage were 
constant.  Over short periods this was a good assumption.  However, some of the experiments lasted several 
days.  Over such long time periods the effects of changes in the environment could be observed.  For 
instance, the exterior pressure changed relatively slowly due to atmospheric pressure fluctuations.  These 
changes induced flows into or from the enclosure (depending on whether the atmospheric pressure was 
increasing or decreasing).  The effects of such changes became evident at long times for experiments 
(particularly those with a small single vent) where exchange rates between the interior and exterior were 
otherwise slow.  Other small exterior changes in pressure were likely associated with ventilation flows into 
the laboratory and minor changes in temperature.  These properties were not monitored during the 
experiments, but it is considered likely that they had minor effects on the observed behaviors. 
 It is important to keep in mind that these experiments were conducted under laboratory conditions 
where the temperature was well regulated and flow velocities in the ambient were on the order of a few tens 
of cm/s.  As a result, measured differential pressures between the garage interior and the exterior were well 
below the nominal value of 4 Pa often assumed to be representative of the pressure difference between a 
building interior and the surrounding ambient.  As a result, the observed values of ACHs are expected to be 
much lower than the corresponding (ACH)4Pas included in Table 2.  Actual ACHs with only air inside the 
enclosure were not determined, but the loss rate of helium from the enclosure with the various types of 
vents provides a means for estimating the effective ACH for a given condition.  As an example, consider 
the case of a one hour release near the floor with a single small vent in the center of the front wall.  The 
measurements for sensor #4 shown in Figure 19 indicate that the helium volume fraction dropped from 
0.391 to 0.369 over the one hour period extending from one to two hours after the end of the release.  The 
concentration fall off should approximately obey the relation 
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where c and co are the helium volume fractions at time t and to, respectively.  Substituting the helium 
volume fractions above yields an ACH value of 0.06 which is substantially less than the value of (ACH)4Pa 
= 1.98 included in Table 2.  This is the case even though it would be expected that helium would be lost 
from the enclosure faster than if the interior were simply air. 
 A similar estimate for the one hour release at the center of enclosure near the floor for the enclosure 
with vents near the floor and ceiling yielded an ACH value of 0.6 for c = 0.64 and co = 0.114.  While ten 
times larger than the value estimated for the single small vent, it remains substantially smaller than the 
corresponding (ACH)4Pa of 3.42 listed in Table 2. 
 Another important point to note is that the helium volume flow rates adopted here, which were 
scaled assuming constant leak rates sufficient to completely empty a tank containing 5 kg of hydrogen in 
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one or four hours, are also highly idealized and may not represent possible scenarios for actual leaks from 
hydrogen-powered automobiles.  The tanks for such vehicles are highly pressurized, and any leak rates 
comparable to those assumed here would likely change with time as the pressure in the tank decreased.  
The leak periods assumed are arbitrary, and no particular release scenario has been assumed.  Proposed 
specifications for the hydrogen fuel tanks specify maximum leak rates that are more than 500 times smaller 
than the rates assumed here.  Current tanks in use contain pressure release devices designed to release all of 
the hydrogen in case the tank becomes overpressurized.  Many of these tanks are designed to release 5 kg 
in approximately one minute, e.g., see [71].  The average volume flow rates for such a release would be 60 
to 240 times faster than assumed in the current study, with much higher flow rates at the start of the release.   
 Interestingly, several experimental studies in the literature designed to characterize hydrogen 
releases in garages have employed similar volume flow rates to those of 997 L/min and 249 L/min assumed 
here for a full-scale garage.  Gupta et al. considered cases of 5 kg releases of hydrogen lasting from 1.5 
hours to 55 hours, corresponding to volume flow rates of 668 L/min and 18 L/min. [14] Lacome et al. 
studied hydrogen releases having volume flow rates ranging from 690 L/min to 138 L/min. [15] Barley and 
Gawlik considered leak rates over a range from 2.4 L/min to 50 L/min. [22] Cariteau et al. used volume 
flow rates of 190 L/min and 569 L/min in their garage investigation. [29] 
 The general observations concerning the concentration distributions in the garage during releases 
using single vents are consistent with previous discussions concerning the release of buoyancy-dominated 
flows inside nearly sealed enclosures.  Relevant papers include those of Baines and Turner [72], Germeles 
[73], Worster and Huppert [74], Cleaver et al. [75], and Kaye and Hunt [76].  These papers generally 
consider buoyancy-dominated plumes similar to those considered here.  Interestingly, they do not typically 
consider molecular diffusion as a mixing process.  The results of the current work suggest that molecular 
diffusion has an important influence on the observed helium concentration profiles. 
 In a study concerned with the release of methane within an enclosure Cleaver et al. noted that the 
methane concentration was uniform across any horizontal section for locations removed from the plume. 
[75] This is consistent with the conclusion of the current study.  Cariteau et al. reported that horizontal 
concentration gradients existed in the region of a buoyant helium plume within an enclosure, but that the 
gradients quickly dissipated when the helium flow was halted. [31] Similar results were also observed here.  
Cariteau et al. attribute the rapid decay to hydrostatic pressure forces in the horizontal direction that are 
present when there are lateral variations in density.  This explanation is likely the reason for the apparent 
horizontal uniformity of buoyant gas concentrations within enclosures.  Whenever a horizontal 
concentration gradient develops, it creates a hydrostatic pressure variation that induces a horizontal flow 
that tends to smooth out the variation.  Of course, there will be some localized regions where changes in 
concentration are sufficiently rapid to overcome this tendency to develop uniform horizontal concentration 
profiles.  The buoyant plume has already been discussed.  Other such areas are to be expected in the 
immediate vicinity of vents where air enters the enclosure. 
 As discussed in Section 1.2, numerous studies have recently appeared which consider the release of 
hydrogen and/or helium within enclosures.  Most of these studies have been motivated by a desire to 
improve safety as the hydrogen economy develops.  A number of these investigations have considered the 
scenario of a hydrogen-fueled automobile parked within a personal garage.  Many of these studies were 
primarily designed to investigate hydrogen concentration distributions within enclosures in which the vents 
were small and were simply intended to minimize pressure build up due to the release of gas into the 
confined space.  Some of the studies were designed to investigate the use of relatively large vents to limit 
the hydrogen build up within the space.  Only a limited number of studies have attempted to characterize 
hydrogen (helium) distribution in model garages with leaks scaled to represent those in real-world garages.  
Notable among the latter studies are the recent studies designed to characterize a maximum acceptable 
permeation rate for hydrogen from compressed-gas fuel tanks. [24-30] As discussed in Section 1.3, the 
minimum assumed ACH assumed for these studies was roughly a hundred times smaller than the value 
adopted for the current study as being representative of garages in the United States. 
 The data provided in the current investigation is not only unique because leakage areas were scaled 
to be characteristic of those in actual garages, but also because vent sizes and locations and gas release 
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locations and durations were systematically varied.  Another major difference from most earlier 
investigations is that not only was the development of concentration distributions of released gas during the 
release period emphasized, but concentration distributions and the loss of the gas from the garage during 
the post-release period were also characterized.  To our knowledge, the current investigation is the first of 
this type of experiment to report differential pressure measurements and to include “fan test” 
characterization of the test enclosure.  A number of quantitative measures derived from the experimental 
results are tabulated in Table 3.  As a result of the range of variables considered, the well characterized 
uncertainties, and the tabulation of quantitative measures, the results reported here provide stringent 
challenges for developing and validating CFD models for predicting the release of buoyant gases inside 
partially enclosed spaces. 
 Several groups have reported the use of simplified models for predicting concentration 
distributions for this type of flow configuration. [19-22,61] Each of these models uses assumptions 
concerning the vertical concentration distribution in order to calculate the differential pressure resulting 
from hydrostatic pressure variations between the interior and surroundings of an enclosed space.  The 
differential pressure is then used to predict the induced flow through a vent(s).  Since it has been shown 
here that the measured differential pressure can be accurately predicted based on the observed vertical 
concentration profiles within the enclosure, the current results should prove particularly important for 
testing and validating this type of model. 
 

5. Final Remarks 
 
 Detailed results for the sixteen experiments discussed in this report have been posted on the 
internet in the form of Excel spread sheets.  The web addresses for the files and some details concerning 
individual experiments are included in Appendix A. 
 These results provide stringent tests for developing and testing CFD codes designed to predict 
concentration distributions in partially enclosed spaces during and following releases of a buoyant gas for 
the relatively slow release rates corresponding to scaled one- and four hour releases of 5 kg of hydrogen 
inside a two-car garage.  The data also provide insights into the effects of release location and vent size, 
number, and location on the concentration distribution that develop and decay during such releases. 
 While designed to improve the understanding and modeling capability of releases of hydrogen in 
residential garages, several limitations of the study should be kept in mind.  It has been demonstrated that 
molecular diffusion has a measureable effect on the observed concentration distributions.  As a result, the 
experiments are not similar in the sense that the results for the reduced-scale garage can not be simply 
scaled to predict the results in a corresponding real-scale garage.  The vents studied here are highly 
idealized.  In real garages leaks are expected to occur at multiple, difficult to identify, locations over the 
entire garage envelop.  Gas exchange through the single and double vents considered here may take place 
in a significantly different manner than when exchange takes place through the narrow leaks present in real 
garages.  Real garages are subject to differential pressure differences associated with impinging wind and 
temperature differences between the interior and surroundings.  Unlike for the current experiments where 
the laboratory minimizes such effects, the resulting differential pressure differences are expected to either 
be important or to completely dominate gas exchange between an actual garage and its surroundings, 
depending on the leak distribution.  As a result, in most cases the observed loss rates from the reduced-
scale garage are lower limits. 
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Appendix A—Downloadable Data Files of Experimental Results for the 
Eighteen Tests 

 
The measured helium volume fractions (reported as percentages) at eight locations and differential pressure 
in Pascals as a function of time in seconds are available on the internet for the eighteen experiments 
discussed in this report.  The results for each experiment are stored as individual Microsoft Excel files that 
are collected in a single zip file located at  
http://www.nist.gov/el/fire_protection/buildings/upload/HeliumDispersionDataSets.zip. 
 
The file names for the experiments use the naming convention described on page 23 of this report.  The 
data are organized as follows: 
 
Column A Column B Column C Column D Column E Column F Column G Column H Column I Column J 

Time Sensor #1 Sensor #2 Sensor #3 Sensor #4 Sensor #5 Sensor #6 Sensor #7 Sensor #8 Different. 
Pressure 

 
In the following sections, the location of sensor #8 within the enclosure is provided along with any special 
notes for each set of data.  The locations for sensors #1 to #7, which did not change, are listed in Table 1 of 
this report.  For convenience, the coordinates of the center of the helium release locations are included 
below.  The sizes of vents in the front face are listed in Table 2.  The single vents were centered in the face, 
while the dual vents were centered horizontally and located 2.54 cm above and below the floor and ceiling, 
respectively.  The nominal periods of the data records are 9 hours following the start of the helium flow, 
which was initiated 60 s after data collection began. 
 
 A1 3600-LC-SSV, One Hour Helium Release near the Floor at the  
  Center of the Garage with a Single 2.40 cm Square Vent 
 
Sensor #8 location:  (x,y,z) = (141 cm, 134.5 cm, 9.3 cm) 
 
Helium release location:  (x,y,z) = (75 cm, 75, cm, 20.7 cm) 
 
 A2 3600-LC-SLV, One Hour Helium Release near the Floor at the   
  Center of the Garage with a Single 3.05 cm Square Vent 
 
Sensor #8 location:  (x,y,z) = (141 cm, 134.5 cm, 9.3 cm) 
 
Helium release location:  (x,y,z) = (75 cm, 75, cm, 20.7 cm) 
 
The differential pressure measurement was not recorded during this experiment. 
 
The initial 35 s of the scan for sensor #1 was not recorded. 
 
 A3 3600-LC-ULV, One Hour Helium Release near the Floor at the   
  Center of the Garage with Dual 2.15 cm Square Vents 
 
Sensor #8 location:  (x,y,z) = (75.0 cm, 75.0 cm, 65.0 cm) 
 
Helium release location:  (x,y,z) = (75 cm, 75, cm, 20.7 cm) 
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 A4 3600-LR-SSV, One Hour Helium Release near the Floor at the   
  Rear of the Garage with a Single 2.40 cm Square Vent 
 
Sensor #8 location:  (x,y,z) = (141 cm, 134.5 cm, 9.3 cm) 
 
Helium release location:  (x,y,z) = (75 cm, 145, cm, 20.7 cm) 
 
 A5 3600-LR-SLV, One Hour Helium Release near the Floor at the   
  Rear of the Garage with a Single 3.05 cm Square Vent 
 
Sensor #8 location:  (x,y,z) = (141 cm, 134.5 cm, 9.3 cm) 
 
Helium release location:  (x,y,z) = (75 cm, 145, cm, 20.7 cm) 
 
Data collection was unexpectedly terminated 2148 s after the helium flow was shut off. 
 
 A6 3600-LR-ULV, One Hour Helium Release near the Floor at the   
  Rear of the Garage with Dual 2.15 cm Square Vents 
 
Sensor #8 location:  (x,y,z) = (75.0 cm, 75.0 cm, 65.0 cm) 
 
Helium release location:  (x,y,z) = (75 cm, 145, cm, 20.7 cm) 
 
 A7 3600-UC-SSV, One Hour Helium Release near the Ceiling at the  
  Center of the Garage with a Single 2.40 cm Square Vent 
 
Sensor #8 location:  (x,y,z) = (141 cm, 134.5 cm, 9.3 cm) 
 
Helium release location:  (x,y,z) = (75 cm, 75, cm, 72.5 cm) 
 
An air flow into the enclosure was started 22739 s after the helium flow was shut off. 
 
 A8 3600-UC-SLV, One Hour Helium Release near the Ceiling at the  
  Center of the Garage with a Single 3.05 cm Square Vent 
 
Sensor #8 location:  (x,y,z) = (141 cm, 134.5 cm, 9.3 cm) 
 
Helium release location:  (x,y,z) = (75 cm, 75, cm, 72.5 cm) 
 
 A9 3600-UC-ULV, One Hour Helium Release near the Ceiling at the  
  Center of the Garage with Dual 2.15 cm Square Vents 
 
Sensor #8 location:  (x,y,z) = (112.5 cm, 37.5 cm, 73.5 cm) 
 
Helium release location:  (x,y,z) = (75 cm, 75, cm, 72.5 cm) 
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 A10 14400-LC-SSV, Four Hour Helium Release near the Floor at the  
  Center of the Garage with a Single 2.40 cm Square Vent 
 
Sensor #8 location:  (x,y,z) = (141 cm, 134.5 cm, 9.3 cm) 
 
Helium release location:  (x,y,z) = (75 cm, 75, cm, 20.7 cm) 
 
 A11 14400-LC-SLV, Four Hour Helium Release near the Floor at the   
  Center of the Garage with a Single 3.05 cm Square Vent 
 
Sensor #8 location:  (x,y,z) = (141 cm, 134.5 cm, 9.3 cm) 
 
Helium release location:  (x,y,z) = (75 cm, 75, cm, 20.7 cm) 
 
Differential pressure measurements for the initial 2462 s are unavailable. 
 
 A12 14400-LC-ULV, Four Hour Helium Release near the Floor at the   
  Center of the Garage with Dual 2.15 cm Square Vents 
 
Sensor #8 location:  (x,y,z) = (75 cm, 75 cm, 65 cm) 
 
Helium release location:  (x,y,z) = (75 cm, 75, cm, 20.7 cm) 
 
 A13 14400-LR-SSV, Four Hour Helium Release near the Floor at the   
  Rear of the Garage with a Single 2.40 cm Square Vent 
 
Sensor #8 location:  (x,y,x) = (141 cm, 134.5 cm, 9.3 cm) 
 
Helium release location:  (x,y,z) = (75 cm, 145, cm, 20.7 cm) 
 
 A14 14400-LR-SLV, Four Hour Helium Release near the Floor at the   
  Rear of the Garage with a Single 3.05 cm Square Vent 
 
Sensor #8 location:  (x,y,z) = (141 cm, 134.5 cm, 9.3 cm) 
 
Helium release location:  (x,y,z) = (75 cm, 145, cm, 20.7 cm) 
 
 A15 14400-LR-ULV, Four Hour Helium Release near the Floor at the   
  Rear of the Garage with Dual 2.15 cm Square Vents 
 
Sensor #8 location:  (x,y,z) = (75.0 cm, 75.0 cm, 65.0 cm) 
 
Helium release location:  (x,y,z) = (75 cm, 145, cm, 20.7 cm) 
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 A16 14400-UC-SSV, Four Hour Helium Release near the Ceiling at the 
  Center of the Garage with a Single 2.40 cm Square Vent 
 
Sensor #8 location:  (x,y,z) = (141 cm, 134.5 cm, 9.3 cm) 
 
Helium release location:  (x,y,z) = (75 cm, 75, cm, 72.5 cm) 
 
 A17 14400-UC-SLV, Four Hour Helium Release near the Ceiling at the 
  Center of the Garage with a Single 3.05 cm Square Vent 
 
Sensor #8 location:  (x,y,z) = (141 cm, 134.5 cm, 9.3 cm) 
 
Helium release location:  (x,y,z) = (75 cm, 75, cm, 72.5 cm) 
 
An air flow into the enclosure was started 18660 s after the helium flow was shut off. 
 
 A18 14400-UC-ULV, Four Hour Helium Release near the Ceiling at the 
  Center of the Garage with Dual 2.15 cm Square Vents 
 
Sensor #8 location:  (x,y,z) = (112.5 cm, 37.5 cm, 73.5 cm) 
 
Helium release location:  (x,y,z) = (75 cm, 75, cm, 72.5 cm) 
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